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STUDYING THE PERSON
Personality psychology is the scientific study of the whole person . The ultimate goal of this
science is to provide an account of an individual person's life
. A good account of a per-
son's life must situate that life in the biological, social, cultural, and historical contexts
that give that life its meaning . Therefore, a personality psychologist must attempt to
understand the individual person on many levels
. More than other kinds of psycholo-
gists and more than other social scientists, personality psychologists focus on human
individuality-on the reality and the experience of the human being as an individual .
Individual persons are similar to and different from other individual persons in many
ways. To paraphrase one of the most famous quotations in the history of personality
psychology : Every individual is in certain respects
1. like all other persons
2. like some other persons
3 . like no other person (Kluckhohn & Murray, 1953, p . 53) .
When we say that every person is like all other persons, we are acknowledging that
there are certain things that virtually all people have in common by virtue of being
people. In the words of one personality psychologist (Buss, 1984), species-typical
characteristics are those features of human persons that appear throughout hu-
mankind. In everyday conversation, we may speak of "human nature" as referring to
those characteristics that human beings share with one another and that may differen-
tiate human beings as a species from other living forms . Personality psychology has
traditionally concerned itself with the big question : "What is human nature?" The
great personality theories of the 20th century have had a major impact on how we
think about this question . By contrast, when we say that every person is like no other
person, we are suggesting that each person is, in some ways, unique . Even identical
twins-who are genetically exactly alike-do not experience the world in the same
manner. What is it that makes you unique? What differentiates you from every other
person who has ever lived on this planet? Personality psychologists study both the uni-
versal and the unique in persons .
Between that which we all have in common and that which makes each of us unique
is a large middle ground, corresponding to the idea that every person is like some other
persons. Persons can be compared and contrasted . For example, your best friend and
your mother may both be extremely domineering people who enjoy taking center
stage in a large group . What they have in common, we might say, is a trait of domi-
nance-a trait that makes the two of them similar to each other and different, say, from
you. Yet nobody is going to claim that your best friend and your mother are the same
people or that they are similar to each other on all possible dimensions of personality .
Personality psychologists focus a great deal of their effort on distinguishing ways in
which different people are similar to as well as different from other people-the ways
in which any given person is like some other persons (but not like others) . To put it
differently, personality psychologists often study individual differences in persons . In
sum, then, personality psychology concerns itself with (1) the species-typical charac-
teristics that make up human nature, (2) those aspects of any given person's life that
make him or her unique, and (3) individual differences among people that specify how
any given person is like some persons in some ways and not like others .
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How do personality psychologists accomplish these three goals? How do they en-
deavor to give a scientific account of an individual human life? In truth, it turns out
that personality psychologists proceed in a manner that is similar to what we all do
when we try to understand ourselves and one another . In that each of us expends a
good deal of energy talking and thinking about particular persons, each of us is some-
thing of an amateur personality psychologist . Personality psychology formalizes and
systematizes the general human effort to know persons. But knowing persons is some-
thing we all have a great deal of experience with already . What do we know when we
know a person? And how do we talk about what we know?
WHAT DO WE KNOW WHEN WE KNOW A PERSON?
You are new on campus . You have transferred to the university after two years of at-
tending a college in your home town . Or maybe you have come back to school after 10
years during which you worked in your parents' business
. Or maybe you are a fresh-
man . The point is that you are new, and you hardly know anybody in this new setting .
You want to meet people, and you want to make some new friends . You are also eager
to pursue some of your professional interests, which include writing and journalism .
So you attend a planning meeting for the university student newspaper . You would like
to work as a reporter for the paper. It is a good meeting. You learn a great deal about
the newspaper and the staff. You listen to stories about how much fun it is to work on
this paper and about how difficult it is sometimes to balance this work with the other
things you need to do in college, such as attend classes. Afterward, one of the senior
reporters asks you to join her and a few editors for coffee at her apartment. You say
yes
. You don't want to miss any opportunities to become more involved .
The evening goes very well . At the party, you have many opportunities to observe
the woman who invited you in the first place . Let us call her Amanda. Amanda stands
out in your mind, partly because she seems so different from the rest of this very
friendly crowd . Everybody else is lounging around the apartment, freely talking, eat-
ing, drinking, and generally having a very good time . But at the beginning of the
evening, Amanda seems tense. You would expect that since she invited you and these
people to her apartment, Amanda would feel right at home, that she would be wel-
coming and comfortable . But instead she stays out of the boisterous conversations of
the group; she never tells any stories, even after one of the editors asks her what she
thinks about a professor they both know
; she hardly smiles at all . Yet her friends do not
seem to be bothered by this, as if she acts this way often . Nonetheless, you think it is
strange, and stranger still when you spot her a little later, typing on her computer in
the bedroom. It looks as if she is sending an e-mail message . Returning to the living
room, you make a mild joke about Amanda's preferring the Internet to the company of
real people. "No," the paper's sports editor maintains . "Amanda likes everybody. She
is just a little moody and unpredictable . I wouldn't worry about her."
The rest of the evening proves him right, at least with respect to, his claim that
Amanda is unpredictable . When she returns from her computer, Amanda warms up
appreciably. She is hardly the life of the party, but now she smiles more and seems
much more attentive to what is going on . Later, she seeks you out and asks you about
your past, your tastes in music, courses you might take, why you moved from sunny
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California to this colder clime, whether or not you read your daily horoscope, whether
or not you have met some of the more annoying people on campus-the usual sorts of
things people talk about when they are just getting to know each other . She tells you
about herself. Over the course of a half-hour conversation, you learn the following
things about Amanda :
1. Amanda once shared this apartment with two roommates, but both moved out
because they did not like Amanda's boyfriend, who visited frequently. Amanda doesn't
like him anymore, either. They broke up last month .
2. Amanda stepped down from an editorial position on the paper last year in order
to devote more time to her classes . Had she not, she might have been editor-in-chief
this year, but she might have also flunked out of school . She is happier now that she is
back to being a reporter, but she misses the power that came with her previous position .
3 . The apartment is filled with books on psychology, philosophy, and religion .
Amanda's major, however, is political science . She eventually wants to go to law school,
that is, if her grades improve
. She doesn't seem to know much about law or politics,
however. She used to do yoga. She works out at the gym almost everyday.
4. Amanda loves junk food, and she eats a great deal of it over the course of the
evening. She is tall and slim . She claims she has never dieted .
5. Despite all the books on religion, Amanda maintains she is an atheist . Her fa-
ther, who died two years ago, was a Baptist minister . After squandering years of his
youth on alcohol and drugs, her father experienced a religious conversion in young
adulthood. He always said that the day he was "saved" was the happiest day of his life .
Shortly after that experience, he married the woman who was to become Amanda's
mother. But the two divorced three years before he died . "I loved him and I hated
him," she says .
6. Amanda doesn't like the popular music that you like . She prefers jazz and bands
popular in the 1970s .
Around 11 :00 P.M., the party winds down, and people begin to leave . Amanda and
you have agreed to get together tomorrow for lunch, to talk more about the newspaper
and life on campus
. You are struck by how much she seems to have changed over the
course of the evening . Amanda was nervous and sullen at the beginning . Now she is
kissing people goodbye! She seems to linger a bit longer than you expect with her
goodbye to the sports editor . You hadn't noticed anything special between them be-
fore, but now you begin to wonder .
Sketching an Outline
How well do you know Amanda now? After an evening with her friends and cowork-
ers and after spending some time talking with her alone, you have surely begun to
form some impressions about this woman . How would you describe her to me?
One of the first things you might say about her is that Amanda is a little moody and
unpredictable . Of course, you have seen her in only one setting. It is difficult to gen-
eralize with any confidence . But you were surprised by how sullen and tense she was at
the beginning of the evening and how much more comfortable she seemed by the
end. Throughout the evening, however, Amanda was kind and considerate toward
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everybody. The sports editor remarked that Amanda likes everybody, and it seemed to
you that everybody likes Amanda as well . She was certainly friendly to you during the
second half of the evening . She asked a lot of questions about your life; she listened
very intently; she seemed genuinely interested in you ; she invited you for lunch to-
morrow. What does this all add up to? You might say that, in very general terms,
Amanda seems to be moody but very warm and caring. There is a gentleness about her
that comes out in her speech and her actions . She is not a domineering person.
In suggesting that Ainanda is relatively moody, warm, and nondomineering, you
have begun to sketch a personality portrait. You have begun to organize what you
think you might now know about Amanda into some general statements concerning
her characteristic patterns of behavior, thought, and feeling . Of course, you are doing
this with skimpy behavioral evidence, not sufficient to give you complete confidence
about your initial attributions. In other words, it may turn out that you do not know
what you are talking about! You may be completely wrong about her. After all, you
have observed her behavior on only one occasion . Maybe she is rarely moody; maybe
she dominates many other social situations . You have talked to her for only half an
hour. Maybe she is warm and friendly with strangers, like you, but as you get to know
her better she becomes distant and cool . Maybe she was having an especially good day,
or an especially bad one . You just don't know much yet . But you have to start some-
where. And where I think you are likely to start is with traits .
Personality traits are those general, internal, and comparative dispositions that we at-
tribute to people in our initial efforts to sort individuals into meaningful behavioral
categories and to account for consistencies we perceive or expect in behavior from one situation
to the next and over time . You do not know Amanda well yet, but based on what you
have observed you might begin to suppose that, in general, she tends to be relatively
more moody, warm, and caring compared with many, if not most, other people, and
relatively less domineering . These kinds of trait attributions might guide you in your
future interactions with Amanda in that they might give you some clues about what to
expect from her.
Personality psychologists make good use of the concept of trait in their efforts to
sketch an overall outline of a person's individuality . Some of the most influential theo-
ries in the history of personality psychology, such as those proposed by Hans Eysenck
(1952) and Raymond B . Cattell (1943), have been built around the concept of the per-
sonality trait. One of the singular contributions of personality psychology is the con-
struction and validation of scientifically useful measures of individual differences in
personality traits (Jackson & Paunonen, 1980 ; Wiggins, 1973) . Good trait measures
are useful in predicting behavior over time and across situations (Epstein, 1984). They
have also been employed in efforts to discern the biological bases of human behavior
(Zuckerman, 1995) . Yet the concept of trait has proven to be one of the most con-
tentious topics in the history of personality psychology (Mischel, 1968), and its use in
personality studies raises some of the thorniest and most important questions that arise
in the scientific study of persons, as we will see in Chapters 5-7 .
Filling In the Details
In your evening with Amanda you learned a number of things and developed a num-
ber of hunches about her that do not fit neatly into the categories of personality traits .
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For example, you learned that she likes junk food and jazz, that she works out at the
gym regularly, that she wants to be a lawyer but doesn't know much about law, that she
wanted to be editor-in-chief of the newspaper but dropped out of the running when
her grades began to suffer, that she is very interested in popular psychology and mys-
ticism, that she is an atheist, that she may be having a romantic relationship with the
sports editor, that she recently broke off a romantic relationship with a member of the
newspaper staff, that she once stole off to her bedroom to type an e-mail message
while hosting a party (you saw her do it) . All this material helps to fill in the details of
Amanda's individuality. Over time, you will obtain many more details .
As you move beyond traits in your assessment of Amanda's individuality, you look
for ways to organize the details . Personality psychologists offer a number of ways to do
this . There is a vast domain in personality that contains concepts that provide ways to
think about and talk about human individuality in the details . In Amanda's case, we
might talk about her relatively strong need for power, as expressed in her desire to be
editor-in-chief of the student newspaper, and the ways in which that need conflicts
with other needs and demands in her life . We might consider her pattern of interests
and values. We might suspect that she has substituted mysticism and New Age psy-
chology for her childhood Baptist faith . Her spirituality focuses on her own inner de-
velopment rather than on the external world . Self-improvement is important to her, as
reflected in her reading interests and in her commitment to physical fitness . While she
is a warm and caring person, she values the inner life over external and societal con-
cerns, this despite the fact that she wants to be a lawyer and she enjoys wielding influ-
ence over others . Not surprising for a young, unmarried woman in contemporary
American society, Amanda is very concerned about romantic relationships . She has ex-
perienced her fair share of disappointment in love . How does she view the prospects
of love and intimacy? Because her parents divorced unexpectedly, does she worry that
she will be unable to sustain a long-term romantic relationship?
Trait attributions are useful because they tell us about trends in behavior over time
and across different situations, settings, and contexts . In talking about the details of
Amanda's individuality, however, we have moved beyond general trait attributions to
consider aspects of her personality that are contextualized in time, place, and/or role . The
particulars of her personality include attributions that are situated in time : For exam-
ple, as a child she was a Baptist, but now she is an atheist; at this time in her life, she is
concerned about romantic relationships ; she wants to be a lawyer in the future . In ad-
dition, some aspects of her personality are couched in terms of particular places or sit-
uations: For example, at parties, she is slow to warm up ; one-on-one, she can be very
intimate . Finally, we can identify aspects of her individuality that come out only within
particular social roles : For example, as a student, she works very hard and virtually al-
ways succeeds when she has enough time ; as a citizen, she is unaware of political hap-
penings, doesn't vote, and has little knowledge of current events .
Borrowing a term from McCrae and Costa (1996), let us use the expression charac-
teristic adaptations for these aspects of personality that are contextualized in time, place,
and/or role . Characteristic adaptations are contextualized facets of human individuality
that speak to motivational, cognitive, and developmental concerns in personality . As we will
see in Chapters 8-10, characteristic adaptations address many of the most important
questions in personality psychology : What do people want? How do people seek what
they desire and avoid what they fear? How do people develop plans, goals, and
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programs for their lives? How do people think about and cope with the challenges of
social life? What psychological and social tasks await people at particular stages or
times in their lives? Historically, personality theorists have considered the vicissitudes
of characteristic adaptations in their influential theories of human motivation (Deci &
Ryan, 1991 ; Maslow, 1954 ; McClelland, 1985 ; Murray, 1938), cognition and personality
(Cantor & Kihlstrom, 1987 ; Kelly, 1955), and the development of self (Erikson, 1963 ;
Loevinger, 1976 ; Rogers, 1951) . Furthermore, a great deal of scientific research in
personality examines the characteristic ways in which people adapt to life vis-a-vis mo-
tivational, cognitive, and developmental concerns . As you move from traits to charac-
teristic adaptations in the study of persons, you move from a focus on personality
structure to one that emphasizes personality dynamics, process, and change (Cantor &
Zirkel, 1990; Dweck, 1996; Pervin, 1989 ; Thorne, 1989). In examining the details, you
begin to explore aspects of human individuality that may be more fluid and malleable
than what you would typically see if you were to stick exclusively to the trait outline
with which you began .
Constructing a Story
Now that you have begun to outline Amanda's individuality with dispositional traits
and you have filled in some of the details by entertaining characteristic adaptations
that speak to motivational, cognitive, and developmental concerns, what more is there
to do? Is anything missing? What seems to be missing is any mention of what
Amanda's life means. More specifically, what does her life in the overall mean to her? In
what sense does Amanda organize her life into a unified and purposeful whole? Erik
Erikson (1959) referred to these sorts of questions about persons as questions of
identity . Identity is the problem of unity and purpose in life, a problem-or better, a
challenge-that many persons, especially those living in modern societies, first en-
counter as they move from adolescence into young adulthood . Amanda is a young
adult . What is her identity? What provides her life with an overall sense of unity, pur-
pose, and meaning?
The question of identity points to a third way to think about human individuality.
Beyond traits and adaptations, many people seek an integrative frame for their own
lives that gives them a sense that the various pieces of who they are come together into
some kind of sensible whole . Of particular interest is the desire on the part of many
people to integrate their lives in time. Who am I today? How am I different from and
similar to who I was in the past and who I may be in the future? What connects my
past as I remember it, my present situation as I understand it to be now, and my future
as I currently anticipate it? The challenge of modern identity is to come up with a way
of understanding and talking about the self such that (1) despite the many different
parts of me I am whole and coherent, and (2) despite the many changes that attend the
passage of time, the self of my past led up to or set the stage for the self of the present,
which in turn led up to or set the stage for the self of the future . According to a num-
ber of theorists, this kind of integration of the self into an identity is accomplished
through the construction and revision of a "life story" (Bruner, 1990; Cohler, 1982 ;
Hermans, Kempen, & van Loon, 1992 ; Howard, 1991 ; McAdams, 1985b, 1996a ;
Polkinghorne, 1988 ; Singer & Salovey, 1993) . As we will see in Chapters 11-12, the
third level of personality is the level of identity as a life story .
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A life story is an internalized and evolving narrative of the self that integrates the recon-
structed past, perceived present, and anticipated future in order to provide a life with a sense of
unity and purpose . Beginning in late adolescence, many people in modern societies begin
to think about their lives in terms of a unifying and purpose-giving story . Over time and
across the adult years, they work on various aspects of the story, rewriting and revising
as their views of their lives change with time and circumstances (McAdams, 1993,
1996b) . The story is their identity, and thus as identity changes, so changes the story .
Let us, then, entertain these further ideas about Amanda's individuality : Amanda's iden-
tity is an inner story, a narration of the self that she continues to author and revise over
time to make sense, for herself and others, of her own life in time . It is a story, or per-
haps a collection of stories, that Amanda continues to fashion to specify who she is and
how she will eventually fit into the world of adults. Incorporating beginning, middle,
and anticipated ending, Amanda's story tells how she came to be, where she has been
and where she may be going, and who she will become. Amanda continues to revise the
story across the adult years as she and her changing social world negotiate niches,
places, opportunities, and positions within which she can live and live meaningfully .
What is Amanda's story about? You do not know Amanda very well yet, but perhaps
you can take a few hints from your initial meeting . Amanda told you a kind of life
story, implicit and indirect, about her father . Once upon a time, he was a drunken and
dissolute youth . Then he found Christianity, which turned his life around . He married
and became a Baptist minister. Eventually, his marriage ended in failure . Amanda told
you that she both "loved and hated" her father . She told you she is an atheist . It is clear
that she has rejected certain parts of her father's narrative-there are important ways
in which her life story will depart from his, she seems to suggest. What have been the
high points, the low points, and the turning points in her own life, as she sees it now?
Who are her heroes? Who are the villains? What does she see as tie future chapters
of her life story? What does she make of her own history? How has the past given
birth to the present? If you get to know her really well, you may learn the answers to
these questions, and you may even participate with her, perhaps as a good friend, in the
further construction of her own identity. Indeed, she could even have an impact on
howyou create a story in your own life . In the sharing of stories about themselves, peo-
ple come to know one another in especially intimate terms . Similarly, the personality
psychologist who seeks to know a person in his or her full individuality will eventually
need to delve into the private mythology, the storehouse of narratives, characters,
plots, settings, and images that a person invokes to make sense of who he or she is, was,
and will be in the future .
Like dispositional traits and characteristic adaptations, self-defining life stories are
important aspects of personality, of human individuality . As outlined in Table 1 .1, a full
account of an individual human life, therefore, needs to consider that life from at least
three different standpoints . What do we know when we know a person? If we know
that person well, we should have some sense of (1) where he or she stands on a series
of dispositional traits that speak to general tendencies in behavior across situations and
over time; (2) how he or she is confronting and adapting to motivational, cognitive,
and developmental tasks and concerns that are contextualized in place, time, and/or
role; and (3) what kind of identity he or she is articulating in life through the con-
struction of stories about the self. Individuality is conveyed, therefore, through tie
patterning of traits, adaptations, and stories .
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TABLE 1 .1
	
Three Levels of Personality
LEVEL DEFINITION EXAMPLES
Dispositional traits
Broad dimensions of personality that
describe assumedly internal, global, and
stable individual differences in behavior,
thought, and feeling
. Traits account for
consistency in individual functioning
across different situations and over time .
Characteristic
More particular facets of personality that
adaptations
describe personal adaptations to
motivational, cognitive, and developmental
challenges and tasks
. Characteristic
adaptations are usually contextualized in
time, place, situation, or social role .
Life stories Internalized and evolving narratives of the
self that people construct to integrate the
past, present, and future and provide life
with some sense of unity, purpose, and
meaning . Life stories address the problems
of identity and integration in personality-
problems especially characteristic of modern
adulthood .





Goals, motives, and life plans







Perceptions of future self
"Rags to riches" stories
Imagery and theme in story
To explore in more detail how a personality psychologist might approach an individ-
ual life, let us now move from the fictitious Amanda to a real person . The real person
is Karen Homey (1885-1952), a famous psychiatrist who published numerous books
on personality theory and clinical technique (e .g ., Homey, 193 9, 1945) and whose life
has been the subject of a full-length literary biography written by Quinn (1988) . As
with Amanda, we will try to offer an account of Karen Homey's individuality by call-
ing upon personality traits, characteristic adaptations, and life stories . But this time we
will employ concepts and we will consider methods and issues that are prevalent in the
field of personality psychology. We will consider Homey's life from the standpoint of
personality psychology, introducing a few ideas that are frequently employed in the
science of personality today.
A Biography
She was born Karen Danielson, the second child and only daughter of a ship captain
and his wife who lived just outside Hamburg, Germany . From an early age, Karen sur-
passed her older brother in schoolwork and was prized as an intelligent and energetic
girl. Growing up in Hamburg, she witnessed a good deal of social ferment in the 1890s,
including a strong movement in support of women's rights . In the nascent women's
movement, she may have found support for some of the highly unconventional goals
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she formulated for herself as an adolescent. In her teenage diaries she sketched out
elaborate plans for studying at the Gymnasium (comparable to college) and ultimately
becoming a physician. When Karen, against the strong wishes of her father, entered
the medical school at the University of Freiburg in 1906, she was one of 58 women out
of a total student population of 2,3 50 (Quinn, 1988, p . 100) .
Karen's years as a student were among the happiest and most exhilarating in her life .
She surrounded herself with a set of adoring friends, both men and women . She fell in
and out of love a few times before committing herself to marry Oskar Hornveigh (Hor-
ney), a fellow student who was headed toward a career in business . Though she felt pas-
sionate attachments to a few other men, it was with Oskar that Karen was best able to
share her dreams and plans . He was the man who seemed best able to understand "my-
self in every part" (Quinn, 1988, p . 106). After graduating from medical school, she
moved with Oskar to Berlin, where he set up a lucrative business and she pursued the
medical specialty of psychiatry. Karen was attracted to the relatively new approach to
psychiatry and psychology offered by Sigmund Freud and called "psychoanalysis ." She
became an early devotee to psychoanalysis and an intellectual apostle of Freud .
During the years of World War I and after, Karen and Oskar brought up three
daughters . Supported by Oskar's considerable income, the Horneys were able to hire
maids and nannies to assist in household duties and childcare . Karen worked hard to
juggle professional and family responsibilities . To the outside world, the Horneys
seemed a remarkable family. Very few women of the day achieved the kind of profes-
sional status that Karen achieved, and few men, as well, seemed as tolerant and pro-
gressive about women's roles as was Oskar. But the marriage was not as harmonious as
it appeared . Karen was subject to dark periods of depression and ennui . Oskar became
more and more preoccupied with his work . The two had different friends and differ-
ent political sympathies, and over time their lives became more and more separate .
Karen became sexually involved with other men, and it is likely that Oskar became in-
volved with other women as well . In 1923, an economic collapse in Germany ruined
Oskar's business and added new strains to the relationship . Three years later, Karen
and Oskar were divorced .
The years immediately following her breakup with Oskar were among the most
productive in Karen's professional life . Taking issue with Freud's views on the psycho-
logical and sexual development of women, Homey began to articulate a radical coun-
terargument that explained women's development more in terms of social and cultural
forces as opposed to the biological and sexual factors emphasized by Freud . (We will
explore Freud's views on this topic in Chapter 3 .) Homey argued that Freud did not
understand the psychology of women because he was oblivious to the experience of
being a mother:
"I, as a woman," Horney wrote in 1926, "ask in amazement, and what about motherhood?
And the blissful consciousness of bearing a new life within oneself? And the ineffable happi-
ness of the increasing expectation of the appearance of a new being? And the joy when it fi-
nally makes its appearance and one holds it for the first time in one's arms? And the deep
pleasurable feeling of satisfaction in suckling it and the happiness of the whole period when
the infant needs her care?" (Quinn, 1988, p . 171)
Homey eventually developed a full theory of personality functioning that de-
emphasized biological instincts and centered instead on the basic anxiety that all
1 2
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Karen Horney
human beings-male and female alike-experience in signif-
icant interpersonal relationships . Basic anxiety is "the feeling
a child has of being isolated and helpless in a potentially hos-
tile world" (Homey, 1945, p . 41) . The fear and jealousies of
early childhood-which Freud linked to biological drives
concerning sexuality and aggression are instead manifesta-
tions of the basic anxiety that can be experienced throughout
childhood whenever the security of the family is disrupted .
The factors that may precipitate family insecurity and basic
anxiety include too much or too little parental warmth, in-
volvement, or dominance . An overabundance of basic anxiety
in childhood may result in adult neurosis, generally ex-
pressed through maladaptive neurotic trends that move the
person either (1) toward other people (excessive need for ap-
proval and affection), (2) away from other people (excessive
need for self-sufficiency and independence), or (3) against
other people (excessive need for power) .
Homey left Berlin in 1932, and after a two-year stint in
Chicago she settled in New York City . She became a member
of the prestigious New York Psychoanalytic Society . But as
Homey's theoretical views matured and she became more and more vociferous about
her disagreements with the Freudian establishment, she became an increasingly con-
troversial figure in the psychoanalytic world . Once a true believer in Freud, she was
now seen as an apostate . In a pivotal event in her life, the New York Psychoanalytic
Society voted in 1941 to denote Homey from her position as a trainer and supervisor
of young analysts . Infuriated by the affront, Horney walked out of the meeting, ac-
companied by sympathetic colleagues . She never returned to the Society. Along with
Erich Fromm, Harry Stack Sullivan, and a few other intellectual rebels, she tried, with
limited success, to establish a rival psychoanalytic organization . Homey continued her
writing and theorizing through the 1940s . In the two years before her death, she be-
came interested in Zen Buddhism and hoped to incorporate ideas from Eastern
philosophies into her evolving theory of human personality.
Level 1 : Personality Traits
I-low might we identify the important personality traits displayed by Karen Homey?
Personality psychologists have developed a number of methods for trait assessment,
but the most well-established is probably the self-report questionnaire . An example of
such a measure, designed to assess individual differences in the trait of extraversion,
is reproduced in Table 1 .2 . As you can see, the instructions ask the person to answer
"yes" or "no" to each of a series of simple questions . The questions are about such
things as "enjoying yourself at a lively party," longing for "excitement," and tending to
be "mostly quiet" when with other people . The questionnaire is set up such that high
scores indicate relatively more extraversion and low scores indicate relatively more in-
troversion . People can be readily compared through their scores . People with higher
scores are predicted to be relatively more sociable, fun-loving, spontaneous, and talk-
ative. People with lower scores are predicted to be relatively more withdrawn, re-
served, inhibited, and quiet. Most people score toward the middle .
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Where would Karen Horney score? We cannot give her the questionnaire now, but
we might be able to guess what her ratings might be . This method of guessing is sim-
ilar to what researchers sometimes do when they ask friends or acquaintances of a per-
son to rate that person on trait scales-a method that is sometimes referred to as peer
ratings. The biographical record suggests that Horney would score relatively high on
the trait of extraversion. From childhood on, she was viewed by herself and by others
as especially outgoing and energetic . She thrived in the company of many people. She
was a socially dominant woman who loved to play to an audience, whether that audi-
ence was her friends and family or her fellow psychoanalysts . As we will see in Chap-
ter 6, research suggests that people high in extraversion experience life with a great
deal of positive emotion (Watson & Clark, 1997) . Horney seemed always ready to have




For each of the following 20 questions, answer either yes (if it is generally true for you) or no (if it is
generally not true for you) .
1 . Do you often Long for excitement?
2
. Are you usually carefree?
3
. Do you stop and think things over before doing anything?
4. Would you do almost anything for a dare?
5
. Do you often do things on the spur of the moment?
6. Generally, do you prefer reading to meeting people?
7. Do you prefer to have few but special friends?
8. When people shout at you do you shout back?
9. Do other people think of you as very Lively?
10. Are you mostly quiet when you are with people?
11. If there is something you want to know about, would you rather look it up in a book than talk to
someone about it?
12
. Do you like the kind of work that you need to pay close attention to?
13. Do you hate being with a crowd who play jokes on one another?
14. Do you like doing things in which you have to act quickly?
15
. Are you slow and unhurried in the way you move?
16. Do you like talking to people so much that you never miss a chance of talking to a stranger?
17. Would you be unhappy if you could not see lots of people most of the time?
18. Do you find it hard to enjoy yourself at a lively party?
19 . Would you say that you were fairly self-confident?
20. Do you like playing pranks on others?
To arrive at your score for extraversion, give one point for each of the following items answered yes : #1, 2,
4, 5, 8, 9, 14, 16, 17, 19, 20 . Then, give yourself one point for each of the following items answered no :
#3, 6, 7, 10, 11, 12, 13, 15, 18 . Add up all the points to arrive at a total score . Your total score should be
between 0 and 20 inclusive . The higher your score, the higher your extraversion (and, of course, the lower
your introversion) . Therefore, high scores suggest extraversion and low scores suggest introversion .
a a
Source : Wilson (1978), p . 219 . Properly standardized self-scoring scales may be found in Eysenck and Wilson (1976) and in Eysenck
and Eysenck (1964).
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Christmas tree, full of wonder, full of joy of the moment; I never knew anyone who
could enjoy life so wholeheartedly" (Quinn, 1988, pp . 384-385). Her Japanese hosts
on a trip to Asia described Homey as "cheerful and jubilant" (Quinn, 1988, p . 411) .
The universe of possible personality traits is vast, but personality psychologists have
had considerable success in mapping that universe into a small number of galaxies . As we
will see in Chapter 6, one popular mapping suggests that there are five main trait group-
ings, sometimes called "the Big Five" (Costa & McCrae, 1985 ; Goldberg, 1990 ; John,
1990; Wiggins, 1996 ; Wiggins & Trapnell, 1997) . Table 1 .3 presents one version of the
Big Five. All versions of the Big Five view extraversion as one of the five broad trait clus-
ters, incorporating such trait descriptors as sociable, outgoing, dominant, and impulsive .
Certain other trait theories, such as the three-factor model proposed by Eysenck (1952),
consider extraversion to be a superordinate trait as well . The extent to which a person is
outgoing and sociable versus withdrawn and reserved represents a very common dimen-
sion upon which we make initial judgments about people (Goldberg, 1981) .
Beyond extraversion, another trait cluster in the Big Five that would appear to be
especially salient in the life of Karen Homey is openness to experience (McCrae &
Costa, 1997). Persons high in openness are described by themselves and others as es-
pecially original, imaginative, creative, complex, daring, independent, analytical, non-
traditional, artistic, liberal, and having broad interests . These adjectives describe
Homey as well as any trait descriptors possibly can . From adolescence onward, Hor-
ney defied society's conventions about women, work, and love . She rebelled against
her father, her teachers, Freud, and eventually the entire psychoanalytic orthodoxy .
She questioned and ultimately rejected traditional religious views as an adolescent and
well-accepted psychological dogma in midlife . Her attraction to Zen Buddhism in her
later years was the last installment of her lifelong quest to find a system of true ideas to
which she could swear allegiance . She never found one. But she never quit searching.
Homey's openness to new ideas and new experiences and her refusal to accept estab-
lished conventions suggest a strong "independence of mind," which her biographer
sees as the most consistent feature of Homey's personality :
Karen Horney led a restless life, full of shifting passions and allegiances . But in one thing she
was consistent : her independence of mind . She was simply incapable of accepting someone
else's version of reality until she had measured it against her own experience, what she once
called in an early diary, "the delicate vibrations of my soul ." This was Horney's greatest
strength, and sometimes her undoing as well . (Quinn, 1988, p . 15)
Level 2 : Characteristic Adaptations
When we consider the characteristic adaptations that convey the individuality of
Karen Homey, we might ask ourselves the following questions : What did she want in
life and how did she think about what she wanted? What were her goals and plans?
What did she value? What issues or ideas preoccupied her consciousness during par-
ticular periods in her life, in particular settings and situations, and with respect to partic-
ular social roles? For Horney's life, we could address each of these questions in many
ways . For now, I will focus on only one . Let us consider the period of young adulthood
in her life, when she found herself in the settings of college and medical school, and let
us focus on her desires, goals, and plans concerning love and marriage . In young adult-
hood, Homey confronted the intimacy life task (Cantor, Acker, & Cook-Flanagan,





































Source : Modified From McCrae and Costa (1987), p . 85 .
The Big Five: Adjective Items That Describe Each of
Five Basic Traits
1992). An important aspect of her individuality is captured in the characteristic man-
ner in which she approached this task, how she thought about and acted upon it, what
she wanted and valued in it, and how she experienced joy, misery, and conflict with re-
spect to the intimacy life task .
As we will see in Chapter 10, Erik Erikson divides the human lifespan into eight
psychosocial stages, each of which is centered on an issue or task that must be ad-
dressed. The sixth stage in Erikson's scheme-the stage associated with young adult-
hood-is organized around the issue of intimacy versus isolation . In the stage
immediately preceding, argues Erikson (1963), the adolescent needs to make progress






(ideology) and how he or she may work productively in the adult world (occupation) .
Once these identity questions of ideology and occupation have been addressed, the
young adult is ready to join his or her life to others in bonds of long-term intimacy . Of
special importance, of course, is the commitment to another in romantic union, typically
marriage. By the time Karen Horney entered medical school, she was well into the inti-
macy versus isolation stage of psychosocial development . Her adolescent diaries reveal
that she thought through fundamental religious and ideological questions in her teenage
years and she made elaborate plans for her professional goal of becoming a doctor . By
the time she reached medical school, then, she knew what she believed in, and she had a
pretty clear sense of what she wanted to be professionally and how she might accomplish
those professional goals. She was now preoccupied with friendship and romantic love,
and she saw the next task in her life to be that of finding the right life partner .
As with many of her life challenges, Karen Homey approached romantic love with
boldness, daring, and passion . Her central traits of extraversion and openness to expe-
rience are evident in the adventurous way in which she pursued romance . But know-
ing that Horney was highly extraverted and open to new experiences does not tell us
much about what she wanted from her lovers and from a long-term love relationship .
One begins to understand what she wanted, however, in reading the diaries she kept in
young adulthood (McAdams, 1994a) . Karen wrote that she had a strong desire to be in
control when it comes to intimacy with men . If a woman does not control her passions
and her impulses with a man, then she will lose her freedom and dignity, she main-
tained. At age 20, Karen wrote :
To be free of sensuality means great power in a woman . Only in this way will she be inde-
pendent of a man. Otherwise she will always long for him, and in the exaggerated yearning
of her senses she will be able to drown out all feeling of her own value . She becomes the
bitch, who begs even if she is beaten. (Horney, 1980, p . 104)
As a young woman, Karen feared that her impulses would get out of control-that
love would destroy her freedom. To enhance control, she watched herself carefully.
She cultivated what she called "an unremitting, ever more refined self-observation that
never leaves me, even in any sort of intoxication" (Homey, 1980, p . 166). But Karen
wanted love and wanted it desperately. She longed to escape from her controlling state,
even as she feared the loss of freedom that such an escape would bring . She longed to
surrender to the "brutal naturalism" (her words) of impulse and passion . According to
her biographer, Karen "wanted to experience abandon, to be tossed about in the
stormy seas of passion, under the sure lead of a man who would be skillful enough to
awaken her" (Quinn, 1988, p . 84) . At the same time, "she also wanted to be a captain,
in control of her own destiny" (p . 84) . With one of her lovers (Ernst), "I feel as woman
only," swept away in sensual excitement, surrendering to the "elemental passion" and
his power (Quinn, 1988, p . 80). But toward another lover (Roll), Karen feels as if she
is more of a "human being" (p . 80) . Rolf loves her and she loves Rolf for the friendship
and sharing they experience . Karen describes their relationship as "deeper and more
valuable," in a sense, but it is bereft of the elemental passion she feels with Ernst . Nei-
ther relationship is fully satisfactory. At the end of this period, she settles for Oskar,
who is rather more like Rolf than Ernst . She will have a marriage that enables her to
retain a good deal of control over her passions and her life . Oskar is very accepting of
her professional goals, so she does not lose control there . Further, with Oskar there is
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little chance that she will lose control of her sensual impulses . Karen loves him surely.
But she will not lose herself in her affection for him . She will not do his bidding . She
will retain her dignity and her independence of mind .
The conflict we have identified in Karen Horney's intimacy life task is that between
control and surrender . It is a conflict that involves her desires (motivation) and her
thoughts (cognition), and the conflict arises during a particular developmental stage in
her life . Karen wants to, desires to, is motivated to be in control and to surrender to
passion in her relationships with men in her young adult years . In a cognitive sense,
she thinks about intimate relationships in terms of control and surrender . In the terms
of George Kelly's cognitive theory of personality (Chapter 9), the young Karen Hor-
ney has established a personal construct around control versus surrender in roman-
tic love as a young adult. According to Kelly (1955), a personal construct is a bipolar
category that a person asses to organize information . Many people, for example, use the
bipolar category of "liberal versus conservative" to organize information about politi-
cal views . You may use the bipolar category of "gave me an A" versus "gave me a lower
grade" in organizing information about professors you have had . Personal constructs
are those bipolar categories that are most important in and characteristic of how a per-
son understands the self and the world . Personal constructs are highly subjective . A
person's system of characteristic personal constructs is a central feature of personality,
according to Kelly, and a key source for understanding a person's individuality .
Karen Horney understood and apprehended love in terms of a troubling dialectic
between control and surrender-a central personal construct in her system for making
sense of the world and her personal experience. This particular personal construct pre-
sented her with an either/or choice in love : Either she could be in control (and retain
her freedom) or she could surrender herself to a man (and lose her freedom) . With Os-
kar, she chose the former. But as we know, the marriage was rocky and ended in di-
vorce. Karen had several extramarital affairs, and she sought throughout her life to find
relationships with men in which she could indeed surrender herself to passion, as she
first did with Ernst . Returning to Erikson's developmental model, Karen Horney never
seemed to resolve the difficult intimacy issues that first arose in young adulthood . She
never seemed able to transcend the conflict between control and surrender. She could
never develop a relationship with a man in which she could experience both . From a
cognitive standpoint, her personal construct for love set up control and surrender as
mutually exclusive opposites, like "hot" and "cold ." She could not have both at once .
Level 3 : Life Stories
What kind of story was Karen Horney working on in her life? I-low did she understand
her overall life in narrative terms?
There are many features of stories and many ways to talk about what stories mean
and how stories work . For now, we will focus on two aspects of stories : imagery and
characters . As we will see in Chapter 11, imagery refers to the particular pictures,
sounds, and metaphors that distinguish one story from another . We get a sense of the
kind of imagery that Horney often used to portray her own life in a passage from her
adolescent diary reproduced in Table 1 .4. As you can see, the passage is striking for its
romantic and idealistic flavor, but what I am most interested in for now is the imagery
of movement and light. Notice how often she refers to movement and light in this
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segment of her diary. The life story that Karen began formulating in late adolescence
and young adulthood may have drawn liberally upon the imagery of movement and
light, along with a number of other images reflecting her relationship with her father
(a ship captain) and other childhood themes-ships, seas, storms, and so on .
For Horney, rapid movement signified youth, vigor, passion, being in the flow of
life, taking life on with no doubts and no fears . When things go badly, life bogs down,
one feels sluggish, movement seems unnatural . On a hiking trip, she and her compan-
ions finally quit moving and decide to rest in the sunlight. "My only wish was to lie
there for my whole life, staying in the sun" (Horney, 1980, p . 192). The imagery of
TABLE 1 .4
Homeless am I
With no sheltering abode I rove about .
Safe and quiet
I lived in the old masonry
stronghold that thousand of years
had built for me .
It was gloomy and close-
I longed for freedom .
A little light only, a little Life .
Quietly, driven by an inner urge .
I began to dig .
Bloody my nails, weary my hands .
Mockery from others and bitter scorn
the end reward for the endless toiling .
The stone came loose-
one more powerful grip and
it fell at my feet .
A ray of light pressed through the opening
greeting me kindly, inviting and warming,
waked a shiver of delight in my breast .
But hardly had I drawn into myself
this first shimmer
when the rotting masonry broke to pieces




Then my strength stirred, so freshly drunk-in
and I lifted the fragments with muscular arm .
ALL aglow with strength,
bloom of the storm,
delight flowing through me
I Looked out far and wide .
I saw the world .
I breathed life .
Source :
Horney (1980), pp. 55-57 .
An Excerpt From Karen Harney's Adolescent Diaries
Everything in me is storming and surging and pressing for light that will resolve the confusion . I seem to
myself like a skipper who leaps from his safe ship into the sea, who clings to a timber and Lets himself be
driven by the sea's tumult, now here, now there . He doesn't know where he is going .
The brightness of Light
almost blinded me-
yet soon I was used to its brilliance .
I looked about.
The view was almost too wide,
my sight could roam to unlimited distances .
Oppressive almost
the New, the Beautiful invaded me .
At that an all powerful Longing seized me,
almost bursting my breast,
and it drove me further to wander
in order to see, to enjoy




released from the dungeon
I joyfully sing in jubilant tones
the old song of life,
to freedom, to light .
Only an anxious question often hems me in :
toward what goal am I striving?
A gentle longing, a mild lament :
When at last will you come to rest?
And I think I understand the answer
in the murmuring of the woods :
"Rest is only behind the prison walls,
life, however, does not know it ."
Watchful searching
with no cowardly complaints,
restlessly striving
with no weary despair:
that is life-
dare to endure it .
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movement and light fascinated Homey throughout her life . As a child, she loved sto-
ries of the American "Wild West," starring the Native American hero Winnetou .
Winnetou was "a noble savage, capable of swimming faster, creeping through woods
more softly, and covering his tracks more deftly than any other mortal" (Quinn, 1988,
p. 38) . And in the personality theory she fashioned in her middle adult years, Homey
imported the imagery of movement to convey how people cope with interpersonal
conflict-moving toward, moving away from, and moving against other people .
The narrative emphasis on movement (Level 3), furthermore, fits nicely with our
characterization of Homey's traits of extraversion and openness to experience (Level
1) and seems consistent, furthermore, with the adventurous spirit that Homey showed
as she moved into and out of relationships in an effort to resolve the intimacy life task
(Level 2) .
We might hypothesize, then, that Karen Homey developed a story for her own life
in which movement and light were important and recurrent images . As she herself
moved into middle adulthood, she settled into two major roles in her life that might be
further personified as the two main characters of her story. These are the doctor and the
mother. As a professional psychiatrist, she healed broken lives and psychic wounds .
Even before she broke with Freud, she was an effective therapist who treated many of
her clients in her own home, with nannies helping care for her children . In adoles-
cence, she had dreamed of being a doctor, and as a young adult she realized the dream .
She juggled the roles of doctor and mother about as well as any woman could do it in
the 1920s. As a mother, Karen brought up three daughters-this much is obvious . She
expended a great deal of energy and time and invested a great deal of herself in the
project of rearing her children . The mother role, furthermore, appeared to generalize
across many domains . Beyond her own daughters, many people described Karen Hor-
ney in maternal terms . "She was like a mother to me," remarked a young companion
who accompanied her to Japan (Quinn, 1988, p. 406) . "She was 100% maternal type,"
remarked a fellow psychoanalyst. Homey became something of a mother figure in the
psychoanalytic establishment of the 1920s and 1930s . One of the few women of
prominence in the movement, she nurtured and promoted the development of many
young analysts in Chicago and New York .
But perhaps the most profound and intriguing way in which the protagonist of
mother becomes a heroine in Homey's life story is that by becoming a mother Horney
helped to move mother to the center ofpsychoanalytic thinking . Homey's first creative breaks
from the psychoanalytic establishment involved her thoroughgoing critique of the
Freudian view of motherhood, a critique that grew directly out of this doctor's experi-
ence as a mother . Her biographer noted :
There is a wonderful irony here . Like most women pioneering in a male world, Karen Hor-
ney had devoted a great deal of energy trying to be one of the boys . And she had felt trapped,
in the beginning, by the undeniably feminine position in which pregnancy placed her . And
yet, as a result of the experience of birth, she felt compelled, for the first time in her profes-
sional life, to take an independent position . It was because the experience differed so strik-
ingly from analytic theories that she was forced to propose an alternative theory . Birth was
too remarkable to be only a substitute or a sublimation . In the end, because she was a truth
seeker, she couldn't deny her femininity . And it was her femininity that led her to her first
original, and important, conclusion . (Quinn, 1988, p . 172)
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As Homey moved into middle adulthood, I would argue, her life story changed, and
she began to merge her characters of "the doctor" and "the mother" into a larger and
more integrative personification of herself, as a "teacher/visionary" (McAdams,
1994a). In her efforts to make a positive contribution to her profession and to future
thinking about human personality, she took it upon herself to create a new vision for
understanding personality and to teach that vision to others . In the late 1930s and
1940s, she presented her ideas in highly influential books that were written in a simple
and elegant style that laypersons could understand . In her books and her lectures,
Homey's first aim was to teach others about the human condition . Her biographer ar-
gues that "Homey's most important contribution to the history of psychoanalysis grew
out of her teaching role" (Quinn, 1988, p . 200) . Her gifts in this regard were leg-
endary, including a down-to-earth and empathic style of presentation that made her
students feel that she was speaking especially to them . Listeners sometimes came away
from lectures given by leading male analysts feeling they had encountered a brilliant
mind or a dazzling argument . But "they came away from Homey's lectures feeling they
had encountered themselves" (Quinn, 1988, p. 300) .
As she moved through her midlife years, Karen Homey seemed to refine her iden-
tity to capture in narrative the ever-widening influence she had on the world around
her. As the contrasting characters of the doctor and the mother came together in
midlife to form the teacher/visionary, Homey shifted her energies away from direct
healing and caregiving to the formulation of new ideas that she could pass down to her
students and the readers of her many influential books . Through teaching she created
a legacy of scholarship and practice that survives with vigor, even today . Movement
and light remained her strongest images as she moved deftly and creatively in mid-
life to enlighten others with the insights she had gained . The integration of the narra-
tive characters of the doctor and the mother into the larger protagonist of the
teacher/visionary marked a significant step toward wholeness and integration in Hor-
ney's life story. It signaled her growing ability to synthesize contrasting parts of herself.
In that the teacher/visionary seeks to leave a legacy of the self for the next generation,
furthermore, this midlife character in Homey's story signals her growing apprehen-
sion of a sense of an ending to life and of the new beginnings that may carry on in her
children, her students, and her readers .
Table 1 .5 provides a thumbnail sketch of our brief personality portrait of Karen
Homey. The portrait is incomplete, but it begins to convey the individuality of this
woman's life in terms that have proven useful to the science of personality psychology .
At the first level of dispositional traits, we note that Karen Homey was an extravert
who manifested a very strong trait of openness to experience . Evidence for the expres-
sion of these traits in a wide variety of situations and across time may be found
throughout the biographical record . Moving to Level 2 of personality, we see that
Horney represented romantic relationships with men in terms of a personal construct
of control versus surrender. Beginning in the young adulthood stage of her life when
she first confronted the intimacy life task, Horney understood her relationships with
men in terms of two compelling but contradictory desires, and she was never able to
resolve the conflict between the two . At the third level of personality, we see that Hor-
ney constructed an integrative story for her life that featured the recurrent imagery of
light and movement-captured even in the language she used to describe her own per-
sonality theory-and that was populated by the two main characters of "the doctor"
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A Thumbnail Sketch of Selected Aspects of Karen Horney's
Personality, Organized in Three Different Levels
Level 1 : DispositionaL Traits
High extraversion
High openness to experience
Level 2 : Characteristic Adaptations
For the intimacy life task of young adulthood : Strong and conflicting needs for being in control and for
surrender to passion in romantic relationships, represented cognitively as a central personal construct of
control versus surrender.
LeveL 3: Life Stories
Recurrent imagery of movement and light . The preoccupation with movement is reflected in the central
concepts of her personality theory : "moving toward," "moving against," and "moving away from" people .
Main characters of "the doctor" and "the mother," which merge in midlife to become "the
teach e r/visio nary."
and "the mother." As she moved into midlife, Homey's story evolved in such a manner
that she was able to integrate the two characters into a larger picture of herself as a
teacher/visionary, leaving behind a powerful legacy for the next generation of psycho-
analysts and others who were influenced by her teaching and writing . Although our
portrait touches on only a few aspects of a rich and complex human life, we can see
how it begins to sketch the outline of individuality via personality traits, fills in some
of the details with contextualized characteristic adaptations, and attempts to consider
how Homey might have understood the overall meaning of her life in terms of a self-
defining and integrative life story.
Personality psychology is best learned and appreciated through the lives of real, flesh-
and-blood persons, which is why we have spent so much time on Karen Horney. Per-
sonality psychologists need not limit their studies to persons who are famous or whose
lives seem strange and enigmatic . For instance, Robert White (1975) has shown that
personality psychologists can find much to challenge and intrigue them in the careful
case analysis of three very "normal" and "ordinary" American adults, whom he names
Hartley Hale, Joseph Kidd, and Joyce Kingsley (see Feature 1 . A). As we will see, most
empirical research in personality psychology deals with everyday people, often college
students like you .
Having introduced Karen Homey as a flesh-and-blood context for our discussion of
persons, let us now shift gears . I stated at the outset of this chapter that personality psy-
chology involves the scientific study of the whole person . It is time to examine the "sci-
ence" part of this statement . What is science? How can we study persons scientifically?
In science, we try to make the confusion of everyday experience more understand-
able. Through science, we formulate statements about reality and then assess their







Joseph Kidd: An Ordinary Guy
K
aren Horney was an extraordinary person (in two of the cases) past the subject's 50th
whose work and life, are a matter of public birthday. The three were interviewed and ad-
record. Personality psychologists, however, do ministered a series of psychological measures,
not limit their investigations to extraordinary including questionnaires and open-ended tests
and famous people. Personality theories are of imagination at regular intervals. White's
designed to illuminate the lives of the most or- masterful case summaries illustrate the corm-
dinary among us, and most personality_ re- plexity of normal personality development
search conducted today takes as its subjects of while providing a great amount of interesting
study relatively normal and not-so-famous life data that can be interpreted in many dif-
people, like college students, businessmen, ferent ways and on many different levels .
nurses, store clerks, and homemakers . Raised as the second son in a close-knit
A; classic attempt to study in depth and Irish Catholic family, Joseph Kidd was a men-
over time the lives of three relatively normal, tally precocious and physically beautiful child
even ordinary, Americanadults is Robert who enjoyed highlevels of self-esteem until
White's (1952,-1966, 1975) Lives in Progress. he was double-promoted from fourth to sixth
White focused exclusively on the lives of two grade in elementary school. As Kidd tells it,
men and one woman in order to accomplish the double promotion marked the beginning
two goals : (1) "to understand them as fully as ' of a difficult chapter in his life wherein he re
possible in light of existing ideas from biolog- peatedly behaved in a childish and silly man
ical research, psychology, psychoanalysis, and ner in order to regain the praise and attention
the social sciences" and (2) "to name some of of his early years . Excessive masturbation in
the ideas thatneed to be added in order to ac- early adolescence exacerbated, his painful self-
count for natural growth" (1975, p 3). Physi- consciousness and insecurity and left him with
cian Hartley Hale, businessman Joseph Kidd, an image of himself as a "soft and "sissylike"
and social worker Joyce Kingsley-(the names class clown. Kidd believed that he had reached
are pseudonyms) were each studied on several the lowest point in his personality develop-
occasions, beginning in college and extending ment a-year or two before his first interview
orderly and predictable model of the universe and how it functions. Our motivations
for doing this are many. They include the desire to control our environments in order
to stave off threat and danger posed by the natural world (disease, natural catastrophe)
or by other humans whom we fear (enemies in times of war, people we do not like) .
Our motivations for doing science also include the wish to improve our lives and the
lives of generations to come, through understanding more about the world and by
making things (telephones, x-ray machines, jet planes, computers) that promise to en-
hance our lives in the world . Most basic, however, is the simple desire to understand-
the fundamental motive of curiosity. Science depends on the human desire to know for
for the study. After a series of setbacks, in-
cluding learning that his first girlfriend, Mil
dred, had deceived him, the high - school
junior came to feel that he had "no personal-
ity." In terms of Erikson's psychosocial theory,
we might restate Kidd's,concern as a profound
feeling of identity confusion : of not knowing
who he is and how he fits into an adult world .
In subsequent years, Kidd appears to find
an identity, though the process is by no means
smooth. Indeed, a careful reading of the case
may raise serious doubts about the extent to
which Kidd ever attains "maturity ." Nonethe-
less, a 4-year stint in the military, successes in
the family business, a venture into local poli-
tics, marriage and the establishment of a fam-
ily, and a-number of other key events and
transformations in Kidd's life bring
with
them
a significant increase in self-confidence and a
feeling ofpersonal control over his own des-
tiny: "It dawned on me after a while that I uvas
knowing what I wanted . I was able to make up
my mind" (White, 1975, p. 130) . The course
of the development, however, is uneven, full
of fits and starts . In a rather dramatic turn of
events, Mildred resurfaces 30 years after the
conclusion of their high school romance, now
unhappily' married in her late 40s . For the
next 8 months, Joseph and Mildred have the
sexual affair they both wish they had followed
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through on inhigh school, "making- up for the
chastity we had sacrificed for in our six years
of going together" (White, 1975, p . 204) .
Now age 54 at the last interview White
conducts, Kidd appears to be entering an-
other extremely difficult period in his life . His
political fortunes have ebbed, and he feels that
he is unlikely to regain the prominence in
public life he once enjoyed . Relationships
with his wife and children are going fairly well
despite occasional frustrations . But relation-
ships with his brother and father have deteri-
orated badly, and he has not talked with either
of them for 10 years, describing his relatives
with such blunt words as "thief' and "drunk.
Though his business continues to provide him
with security and a decent income, new finan-
cial problems have emerged . At age 54, I-Cidd
often feels discouraged and resentful, but he -
manages to cope moderately well with the
many trials of everyday life as a middle-aged,
middle-class American man. There is no
return in Kidd's life to "the indiscriminate
self-blame, conviction of inferiority, anti dis-
organized behavior that were so conspicuous
at eighteen" (p . 204). Concludes White (1975,
p. 204), "the natural growth of personality
does not necessarily go into reverse because
conditions are hard . Sometimes it even works
the other way.
the sake of knowing. Therefore, while the personality psychologist may study the per-
son for a wide variety of reasons-to provide a diagnosis in the clinic, to help select a
job candidate, to design an appropriate treatment strategy-the fundamental goal is to
understand the person for the sake of understanding .
Science generally proceeds according to three steps : (1) unsystematic observation,
(2) building theories, and (3) evaluating propositions . These three steps refer both to
what the individual scientist does when exploring a new problem or issue and to what
particular fields of science do or have done-fields such as organic chemistry, eco-




"mature" sciences. Because it is relatively new, personality psychology is still a fairly
primitive science . Nonetheless, all three steps in the scientific process are clearly evi-
dent in what personality psychologists do today . Let us then examine each of these
steps in some detail.
Step 1 : Unsystematic Observation
The first step in developing a scientific understanding of anything is to look at, listen
to, feel, smell, and/or taste the thing we want to understand . We may do this with the
help of special instruments like telescopes and stethoscopes, or we may rely solely on
our unassisted five senses (most often seeing and hearing) . But however we do it, we
must carefully observe the phenomenon of interest over a long period of time . Early
observation is relatively unsystematic . We explore the phenomenon with few expecta-
tions about what we will see (or hear) . We look for patterns, regularities in the phe-
nomenon, so that we can arrive at a tentative first ordering or classification of what we
are observing . The process requires a playful and almost naive approach to reality on
the part of the scientist . The great physicist, Sir Isaac Newton (1642-1727), captured
the attitude perfectly in this passage written shortly before his death :
I do not know what I may appear to the world, but to myself I seem to have been only like a
boy playing on the sea shore, and diverting myself in now and then finding a smoother peb-
ble or a prettier shell than ordinary, whilst the great ocean of truth lay all undiscovered be-
fore me . (ludson, 1980, p. 114)
Let us not be fooled into thinking, however, that the scientist's curiosity is slaked by
collecting innocent sense impressions about the world . The right image of the scien-
tist in Step 1 of the scientific process is that of a creative observer who perceives order
or pattern where it has not been perceived before . Discussing the physical sciences,
Hanson (1972) states that the keen observer is "not the man who sees and reports what
all normal observers see and report, but the man who sees in familiar objects what no
one else has seen before" (p . 30). Thus, unsystematic observation is not a passive and
casual sort of thing but rather an active attempt to discern and then describe organiza-
tion, pattern, design, or structure in a phenomenon that initially seems to be unorga-
nized and without design . This highly descriptive exploratory phase of the scientific
enterprise is crucial, for it provides the scientist and the scientific community with a
set of articulately described patterns in the concrete world that can be synthesized into
a more general or abstract theory about how that world works .
It maybe surprising to learn that science as described in Step 1 is an inherently sub-
jective endeavor. We tend to believe science to be a rational, objective, and dispassion-
ate sort of thing. Whereas this view has a good deal of merit with respect to certain
aspects of science (especially Step 3, as described below), it is misleading when it
comes to Step 1 . The creative observer of reality who sees things in a way different
than does anybody else is not necessarily "objective" in his or her point of view . Rather,
the creative observer interacts in a highly subjective way with the phenomenon of
study, in some cases altering the phenomenon by virtue of observing it (Hanson, 1972 ;
Zukav, 1979) . The scientist in Step 1, operating in the context of discovery
(Reichenbach, 1938), seeks to discover new ways of seeing reality, formulating in a
highly subjective manner new categories, new terminologies, and new distinctions to
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describe the careful observations that he or she undertakes . As the scientist begins to
organize observations into categories, he or she moves from the concrete and particular
events that are discerned to the more abstract and general representation of those
events, a process that philosophers call induction . The ultimate result of induction is
the creation of the abstract and general theory of Step 2, which is ultimately grounded
in the subjective observations of Step 1 (Glaser & Strauss, 1967) .
There are numerous examples in psychology of highly subjective observation of hu-
man behavior resulting in new insights and theories. The Swiss developmental psy-
chologist, Jean Piaget (1952, 1965), based many aspects of his theory of cognitive
development on the careful observations he made of his own three children in their
first few years of life. Many of the most influential ideas in the personality theory of
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Sigmund Freud (Chapter 3) are results of Freud's highly subjective observations of the
dream reports, spontaneous utterances, and behavioral symptoms displayed by his
neurotic patients, his colleagues, and (maybe most of all) himself . Both Piaget and
Freud organized many of their initial observations within case studies . A case study is
an in-depth investigation of a single individual, sometimes conducted over a substan-
tial period of time. The case-study method gives the personality psychologist a good
deal of information about one human being . Though case studies can be used in a
number of different ways (Hersen & Barlow, 1981 ; Yin, 1984), personality psycholo-
gists have traditionally used them as ways to organize complex observations about a
single person so as to build a theory about some (or all) persons in general (McAdanis
& West, 1997) . In later chapters we will encounter examples of case studies in person-
ality psychology that serve as bridges between the unsystematic observation of single
individuals in Step 1 and the building of more general theories in Step 2 .
Step 2 : Building Theories
The second step of the scientific enterprise involves making a theory. Scientists orga-
nize the various observations collected in Step 1 into a more-or-less coherent system
that explains the phenomenon of interest . Precisely how scientists do this, however, is
one of the great mysteries of science . Though theories arise out of observations, they
are not always arrived at in a completely logical or systematic manner . Some highly
creative scientists stress the seemingly irrational and unconscious manner in which a
theoretical insight may have come to them .
In a famous story, Friedrich Kekule, a German chemist of the 19th century, de-
scribed how a series of discoveries concerning the structure of organic molecules came
to him in hypnagogic reveries, or waking dreams . In Kekule's day, chemists had dis-
cerned a number of different chemical compounds containing carbon, hydrogen, oxy-
gen, and a few other elements, but they had found it especially difficult to link these
observations together via an abstract theory specifying the rules of their structure .
Kekule had dwelt on the compounds' behavior so intensely that, on occasion, the
atoms would appear to dance before him in hallucinations . One summer evening, he
fell into a reverie and (he later wrote) "Lo! The atoms were gamboling before my eyes .
. . . I saw how, frequently, two atoms united to form a pair ; how a larger one embraced
two smaller ones ; how still larger ones kept hold of three or even four of the smaller ;
whilst the whole kept whirling in a giddy dance . I saw how the larger ones formed a
chain" (Judson, 1980, p . 115) . Another time, when Kekule was nodding in his chair be-
fore the fire, the atoms danced again, "all twining and twisting in snakelike motion .
But look! What was that? One of the snakes had seized hold of its own tail, and the
form whirled mockingly before my eyes" (Judson, 1980, p . 115) . The chains and rings
that Kekule imagined came to comprise the fundamental models or pictures of organic
molecules that underlie basic theories of organic chemistry even today .
I do not want to suggest that scientific theories are always, or even often, formu-
lated through dreams and reverie, but they are sometimes developed in strange ways .
How strange these ways are is not necessarily a reflection of how good the theory is .
This is an important point in personality psychology because (as we will see in the
chapters to follow) the many theories of personality that have been offered have been
created in a wide variety of ways, some stranger than others . There is no consensus in
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the scientific community about the best way of proceeding in Step 2 of the scientific
process-the step in which the scientist builds a theory .
There is a lot of agreement, however, on what a theory is and what it should do . A
theory is a set of interrelated statements proposed to explain certain observations of reality . A
theory is always a tentative and somewhat speculative abstraction . A theory is gener-
ally accepted by a scientific community to the extent that it is consistent with observa-
tions of the phenomena it purports to explain . Theories are subject to change
whenever new, inconsistent observations become available .
A theory provides at least four different tools that the scientist can use to increase
understanding (Millon, 1973) : (1) an abstract model or picture that serves as an easily
envisioned representation for the structure of the theory, (2) a conceptual terminology
or set of names for key ideas and major classes of observations in the theory, (3) a set
of correspondence rules that describe the specific relationships to be expected between
the various components, and (4) hypotheses, or testable predictions that are logically de-
rived from the correspondence rules .
In other words, a theory provides a particular picture of reality, well-defined terms
that name the major components of that picture, specified relationships among the
components, and specific predictions about how those relationships can be tested in
empirical research. The four aspects of theory are used by scientists to explain a set of
observations in a clear and precise manner. Many psychologists in general and person-
ality psychologists in particular lament that their theories do not explain as much as
they would like . Nonetheless, virtually all agree that theories are at the heart of sci-
ence. Furthermore, they agree that some theories are "better" than others, though
they disagree wildly as to exactly which ones are better. What makes one theory better?
What are the criteria of a good theory? Below are seven standards by which a scientific
theory may be judged (from Epstein, 1973 ; Gergen, 1982) .
1. Comprebensiveness . The wider the scope of a theory's explanatory abilities, the
better. All other things being equal, a theory that explains more is preferred to one that
explains less .
2 . Parsimony . Science is a simplifying and economizing game . Theories attempt to
explain the maximum number of observations with the minimum number of explana-
tory concepts . Thus, a simpler and more straightforward explanation is generally pre-
ferred to a more complex one .
3. Coherence. A theory should be logical and internally consistent . The various
statements that make it up should hang together in a sensible manner .
4 . Testability . From the theory, a scientist should be able to derive hypotheses that
can be readily evaluated (tested) through empirical research .
5. Empirical validity . Empirical tests of hypotheses derived from the theory should
support the theory's major claims . In other words, the results of hypothesis-testing re-
search should be in accord with what the theory says .
6. Usefulness . Theories that are able, in some way, to solve humanly significant
problems are generally preferred to those that seem less relevant, all other things be-
ing equal .
7 . Generativity. A good theory should generate new research and new theorizing . It
should give birth to a wide variety of creative activity on the part of scientists and
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laypersons alike . In the social sciences, a generative theory may serve "to challenge
guiding assumptions of the culture, to raise fundamental questions regarding contem-
porary social life, to foster reconsideration of that which is `taken for granted,' and
thereby to generate fresh alternatives for social action" (Gergen, 1982, p . 109) .
Step 3 : Evaluating Propositions
Science distinguishes itself from all other modes of understanding the world by virtue of
its insistence on evaluating propositions in an empirical fashion . The theories of Step 2
that derive from the observations of Step 1 must be empirically tested in Step 3 as the sci-
entist moves from the context of discovery to the context of justification (Reichenbach,
1938) . In Step 3, the scientist attempts to evaluate or "justify" the truth of a given state-
ment proposed by a given theory . The scientist seeks to subject a portion of a theory to
a rigorous and objective test. This is where the image of the scientist as a no-nonsense,
hard-headed, cool, and dispassionate examiner of the real world has its origin and its va-
lidity. The context of justification is no place for flights of fancy and wild speculation ; it
is no place for exploring phenomena in an unsystematic and subjective manner . Rather,
the scientist carefully determines the truth and utility of theoretical propositions that
were formulated in the more freewheeling Steps 1 and 2 of the scientific process .
However, although Steps 1 and 2 are more freewheeling than Step 3, they are not so
freewheeling that virtually anything goes . Indeed, the scientist's anticipation of Step 3-
his or her knowledge that theories must ultimately be subjected to empirical test-in-
fluences the way in which the scientist explores the phenomenon of interest (Step 1)
and the kinds of theories he or she eventually produces (Step 2) . In other words, the
anticipation of Step 3 in the scientific process feeds back to influence what the scien-
tist does in Steps 1 and 2 . Therefore, scientists who are making theories are urged by
the logic of scientific inquiry to make theories that present testable hypotheses . In the
words of the philosopher of science, Karl Popper (1959), a theory should be stated in
such a way as to render its propositions falsifiable . The theory should specify what ob-
servations it would take to disprove its major propositions, or such observations should at
least be deducible from the theory's propositions .
Popper's standard of falsifiability is a real bugaboo for the more speculative and
philosophical among us because it puts fairly substantial constraints on the kinds of
theoretical statements we can make . For instance, a personality theory that proposes
that all human beings are basically good is not, in and of itself, falsifiable, because any
instance of bad behavior can be dismissed as merely superficial behavior that masks the
fitndamental goodness of people . We can design no set of observations that would en-
able us to prove the statement false, to prove that people are not good. Therefore, as a
scientific proposition, the statement that all people are good (or that all people are bad,
or neutral, or even intelligent) flunks the basic test of falsifiability . There are many
statements like this, and some are included as basic assumptions in certain personality
theories existing today. Nonetheless, personality theories also contain a number of
propositions that are falsifiable, such as Adler's claim (Chapters 7, 12) that firstborn
children tend to be more conservative than other children, or Erikson's proposition
(Chapter 10) that healthy psychosocial development involves the establishment of
identity before one establishes intimacy with others . Statements such as these can be
tested using standard personality research methods . Let us now consider in general
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terms how this is done . In later chapters, we will examine many specific examples of
evaluating theoretical propositions through personality research .
Setting Up an Empirical Study Let us imagine that we wish to evaluate Alfred Adler's
proposition, embedded within his more general personality theory (Chapter 12), that
firstborn children tend to be more conservative than later-born children . How might
we begin? Well, chances are that we have already begun! By stating a testable hypoth-
esis derived from Adler's theory, we are showing that we have some familiarity with
Adler's theory. Scientific hypotheses should be grounded in theories. Immersing oneself,
therefore, in the theoretical and empirical literature that bears on a given proposition
is an essential early task of hypothesis-testing research . Thus, our initial responsibility
in carrying out this empirical study is to go back to Adler's writings to review exactly
what his theory suggests . In doing this, we come to realize that we cannot possibly
submit all of Adler's ideas to empirical test at once . Rather, we can test one hypothesis
at a time . We would continue our background reading to include various other theo-
ries of birth order and theories about conservatism . We would eventually move to the
empirical literature, much of it found in scientific journals, on both birth order and
conservatism to see (1) how these ideas have been examined empirically by others
(what methods scientists have employed) and (2) what empirical findings or results
have been obtained . Our background reading would supply us with invaluable ideas
concerning how to think about our present study and how to design it to test the hy-
pothesis in a fair and precise way
.
Having reviewed the literature on the relationship between birth order and con-
servatism, we should next choose an appropriate sample of persons to examine . All
hypothesis-testing research in personality psychology must confront the problem of
sampling. No sample is perfect . One researcher may choose to investigate Adler's hy-
pothesis in a sample of 100 sophomores attending the University of Illinois in the
summer of 1998 . Another researcher may prefer to look at a sample of 60 girls attend-
ing a preschool in Alabama. Another more ambitious researcher may select a nation-
wide sample of middle-aged men and women, the data for which exist in a national
archive that was established 30 years ago .
It is very easy to criticize another person's research in terms of the sample he or she
employs, claiming, for instance, that the sample does not represent all people, that the
sample is biased in some way . The problem is that all samples are biased in some way,
though some certainly more so than others . In general, we should strive to obtain a
sample for our study that is appropriate for the proposition to be evaluated . Therefore,
if we are testing a hypothesis about, say, clinically depressed adults, a random sample
of college students will not do . If we are testing a hypothesis about changes in normal
personality development that occur around age 40, then we need a sample of midlife
men and women who have little history of serious psychiatric disturbance . To confirm
or disconfirm a given hypothesis, different researchers employing different kinds of
samples should, over time, produce similar results . Thus, no single study, no matter
how representative or how large the sample, establishes "truth" in science .
With the choice of an appropriate sample of participants within which to study our
hypothesis, the next step is to operationalize the variables that we have chosen to in-
vestigate. A variable is any quality that can assume two or more values . In our example of
testing Adler's hypothesis, both birth order and conservatism are variables because
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our study can be a firstborn, a second-born, and so on . He or she can also be "ex-
tremely conservative," "mildly conservative," "not very conservative," and so on .
To operationalize a variable is to decide how to measure it-that is, to specify the "op-
eration" through which it is to be assessed . In our example, birth order is relatively
easy to measure . We would merely ask participants to indicate what their birth order
is. Conservatism is a trickier variable . We might wish to administer an established
paper-and-pencil test of political values to assess conservatism . Or we might wish to
interview participants to determine the extent of their conservative orientation . Or we
might wish to observe "conservative behavior" in a standard laboratory task . In light of
our earlier discussion of Level 1 personality traits, we might consider conservatism to
be one piece of the larger trait cluster of openness to experience . For example, Sul-
loway (1996) has reviewed historical records of famous scientists and politicians to ar-
gue that firstborns often show much lower levels of openness to experience compared
with later-borns . According to Sulloway, later-horns are "born to rebel" against the
conservative authority represented by their parents and their older siblings . Therefore,
we might administer to the participants of our hypothetical study a standard question-
naire measuring openness to experience . But whatever measure we used, we would aim
to translate our observations about conservatism, or openness to experience, into num-
be7s in order to assess our hypothesis . In other words, the operationalization of most
variables in personality research requires us to quantify the data . Personality psychol-
ogists have devised a number of different procedures for quantifying variables . We will
have numerous opportunities to see these methods in action when we examine partic-
ular research efforts in subsequent chapters .
As they operationalize variables in order to evaluate theoretical propositions, per-
sonality psychologists tend to design studies according to one of two very simple, ba-
sic research designs, or combinations of the two . These two general formats for
hypothesis-testing research are the correlational and the experimental design .
The Correlational Design Empirical studies that assess the extent to which two differ-
ent variables relate to each other are termed correlational ("co-related") studies . In a
correlational study, the scientist asks a very simple question : When one variable
changes in value, what happens to the other variable?
If an increase in the value of one variable tends to be associated with an increase in
value of the other variable, the variables show apositive correlation to each other. An ex-
ample of a positive correlation would be the relationship between the two variables of
height and weight in a random sample of 200 American adults . In general, as height
goes up, weight goes up, though of course there are exceptions . A positive correlation
between height and weight in this sample says that taller people, on the average, tend
to be heavier than shorter people . Thus, having information about one of the variables
for a given subject gives you a reliable hint about the value of the other variable for
that subject : If you know that John is tall, you might guess-with a fair chance of be-
ing correct-that he is relatively heavy (compared with a short person) .
A negative correlation is indicated when an increase in one variable is generally asso-
ciated with a decrease in the other variable . An example here might be the relationship
between the variables of age and thumb sucking in a random sample of 500 American
children between the ages 12 weeks and 12 years . In general, as age goes up, thumb
sucking goes down : Older children suck their thumbs less frequently, on the average,
than younger children .
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When two variables are not related to each other in any systematic manner, we say
that there is little or no correlation between them . An example of this third possibility
might be the relationship between the variables of weight and intelligence in a random
sample of 1,000 American adults . In general, heavier adults are neither consistently
more intelligent nor consistently less intelligent than lighter adults. Therefore, weight
and intelligence are uncorrelated with each other : Merely knowing an adult's weight
will give you no reliable hint concerning his or her intelligence .
A numerical way of expressing the degree of correlation between two variables is the
correlation coefficient. Readily calculated with a hand calculator or computer, correlation
coefficients range from + 1 .0 (a perfect positive correlation) through 0 .0 (no correlation
between the two variables) to -1 .0 (a perfect negative correlation) . Figure 1 .1 illustrates
the distribution of scores on two variables that would produce five different values for
correlation coefficients . In personality research, correlations generally fall within a
"moderate" range. For instance, a moderately strong positive correlation between two
personality variables might be +.50 (r = + .50) ; a moderately strong negative correla-
tion between two personality variables might be - .50 (r = - .50) .
Like most statistics used by personality psychologists, individual correlation coeffi-
cients are often evaluated in terms of their statistical significance . Statistical signifi-
cance is a measure of the extent to which a given result can be attributed to chance . As
a general convention, personality psychologists maintain that a given effect, relation-
ship, or difference is statistically significant when the probability of obtaining that ef-
fect, relationship, or difference by chance is less than 5% . We say, in this case, that the
finding is "significant at the .05 level," meaning that there is less than a 5 % likelihood
that the particular finding we have obtained is due to chance (or, saying it another way,
there is more than a 95% likelihood that the finding is not due to chance) . With re-
spect to correlation coefficients, statistical significance is determined by the absolute
value of the correlation coefficient and the number of participants from which the cor-
relation was obtained . Thus a relatively strong negative correlation of - .57 would be
statistically significant in a sample of 100 people, but the same - .57 would not be
strong enough to reach statistical significance in a sample of only 10 people .
Although a correlational study shows which different variables naturally relate to
each other, correlation does not imply causation . Just because variables A and B are corre-
lated in a statistically significant manner, we cannot legitimately conclude that A causes
B or that B causes A . Thus, a statistically significant correlation coefficient of + .45 be-
tween two variables-say, number of silk blouses owned and the size of one's office in
a sample of 50 female business executives does not mean that owning silk blouses
causes one to occupy large offices or that large offices cause one to own silk blouses .
We might instead speculate that a third variable, such as executive status, is probably
at work here, causally responsible for the other two variables . Female executives with
higher statuses probably, because of their status, occupy larger offices and enjoy
greater purchasing power (with which to buy silk blouses) than do low-status executives .
The Experimental Design It is generally believed that personality psychologists can
determine cause-and-effect relationships between different variables in an experiment.
In an experiment, a scientist manipulates or alters one variable of interest in order to observe
its impact on another variable of interest . The first variable-the one that is manipulated
or altered-is termed the independent variable . The second variable is the dependent
variable . The dependent variable is understood as the individual's response to the
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FIGURE 1 .1
Scatter Diagrams Showing Various Degrees of Correlation
Between Two Variables
A . Perfect Positive (r = +1 .00) B . Perfect Negative (r = -1 .00)
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experimental alteration or manipulation of the independent variable . Thus, the de-
pendent variable is a function of the independent variable : It is "dependent" on the in-
dependent variable . In cause-and-effect terms, experimentally controlled variations in
the independent variable are seen as causing variations in the dependent variable .
If an experiment is to give valid information concerning cause and effect, the ex-
perimenter must be sure that the independent variable is the only variable that is sys-
tematically altered . Therefore, the experimenter designs the study to hold all variables
constant except one-the independent variable-so that he or she can conclude that
variations in the participant's responses (the dependent variable) are functions of vari-
ations in the independent variable, and only in the independent variable . Other extra-
neous variables threaten to confound the results ; therefore, they must be controlled, to
the greatest extent possible. This is why experiments are usually conducted in highly
controlled environments, such as laboratory rooms . In these kinds of settings, the ex-
perimenter is able to control the kinds of stimuli to which the participants are exposed
and to observe carefully the participants' responses .
Let us illustrate the basic principles of the experiment with a very simple example .
Imagine that you wished to design an experiment testing the hypothesis that a person
smiles more when interacting with another person who smiles than when interacting
with a person who does not smile . You obtain a sample of 100 college students to par-
ticipate in your study. Each person is asked to come to a laboratory room to engage in
a one-on-one interview, which is to be videotaped . Participants are randomly assigned
to one of two different groups : the experimental group and the control group. This
means that 50 of your 100 participants are chosen by chance (such as by flipping a coin
or pulling names out of a hat) to participate in each of the two conditions, or groups .
For the experimental group, the interviewer talks with the participant for about
20 minutes, emitting smiles at regular intervals determined ahead of time by the ex-
perimenter. Participants in the control group experience the same interview except for
one critical difference : The interviewer does not smile . It is essential that the conditions of
the experimental and control groups, therefore, be identical with the exception of one variable :
the interviewer's smiling . Thus, the independent variable in this experiment is whether
or not the interviewer smiles. The dependent variable is the amount of smiling emit-
ted by the person being interviewed, which could be assessed by observing the video-
tapes. The hypothesis would receive experimental support if the participants in the
experimental group smile more than do participants in the control group, at a level
reaching statistical significance . A statistically significant difference between the two
groups in this experiment would suggest that variations in the experimentally manip-
ulated independent variable were responsible for, or caused, variations in the dependent
variable . In other words, the level of smiling of the interviewer was responsible for de-
termining the level of smiling of the interviewee .
Because of the experiment's ability to tease out cause and effect through the careful
manipulation and control of variables under standardized conditions, some psycholo-
gists consider the experiment superior to the correlational design as a basic method for
doing hypothesis-testing research . For instance, one researcher terms the experiment
"the basic method of science" (Mischel, 1986, p . 15), while others characterize it as the
"preferred" (Byrne & Kelley, 1981) or the "most prestigious" (Singer, 1984) method . By
contrast, other personality psychologists are highly critical of laboratory experimenta-
tion, arguing that experiments tend to be contrived, artificial, and trivial (Carlson, 1971,
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1984; Gergen, 1982)
. Indeed, many empirical questions in personality psychology defy
experimental investigation because the independent variables of concern cannot be sys-
tematically varied for individual participants-variables such as sex, age, ethnic origin,
birth order, and body size . In some cases in which independent variables can be sys-
tematically varied, such an experimental manipulation is unfeasible or unethical . For in-
stance, a scientist wishing to study the effects of child abuse on personality development
in humans cannot legally or ethically subject half of the children in a sample to abuse
(the experimental group) and half to nonabusive conditions (the control group) and
then observe the effects of the manipulation. Rather, child abuse must be studied in the
real world through some modification of a general correlational design .
The study of the person is a broad and rich enough endeavor to encompass both ex-
perimental and correlational approaches to hypothesis-testing research (Duke, 1986)
.
Therefore, the chapters in this book contain numerous example of good personality
research that is purely correlational in nature, some that are purely experimental, and
some that are combinations of the two . Both correlational and experimental methods
are alive and well, and both are extremely valuable in studying the person . When it
comes to personality psychology, it is probably misleading to consider either of the
two methods the basic method of science .
The three basic steps of scientific inquiry-unsystematic observation, building the-
ories, and evaluating propositions-bring us full circle . We begin in Step 1 with ob-
servation
; we move to abstractions in Step 2 in which our observations are organized
within a theory
; and then we move back to observation in Step 3-this time, a more
systematic form of observation-as we attempt to test hypotheses empirically . The re-
sults of our experiments and correlational studies in Step 3 feed back to modify our
theory. Therefore, the observations of Step 3 function in much the same way as their
less systematic sisters of Step 1 : They influence the making and remaking of theory .
Science progresses through a continuous dialogue between observation and theory . Observa-
tions ultimately give rise to theories. Theories give rise to new observations designed
to evaluate the theories' propositions . These new observations feed back to influence
the theories from which they were derived, occasionally even giving birth to radically
new theories . And so on. An underlying assumption of the whole procedure is that
over the long course of observation followed by theory followed by observation, sci-
ence formulates better and better ways of understanding the world, moving closer and
closer, over a period of many years, to "truth ."
PERSONALITY PSYCHOLOGY
The scientific focus on human individuality distinguishes personality psychology from
all other branches of psychology and from the social sciences more generally . It takes
a fair amount of hubris to place the individual human person at the center of all in-
quiry, to maintain that the person in his or her very individuality is important enough
and cohesive enough to warrant special status as the main unit of analysis . Modern per-
sonality psychology is the heir to what psychological historian Daniel Robinson has
called "Renaissance Humanism," the 16th-century worldview that celebrated "the dig-
nity of man, the theme insisting that the world was made for man" (1981, p . 171) .
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Robinson points out that modern science, in its dispassionate objectivity and urge to-
wards reductionism, has generally rejected Renaissance Humanism . But personality
psychology has moved against the tide . For the personality psychologist, scientific in-
vestigation is made for man and for woman . In focusing unswervingly on the individ-
ual, personality psychology has come to occupy a unique and extraordinarily critical
place in the world of science .
The Past and the Present
Personality psychology was born within psychology departments in American univer-
sities in the 193 Os . Although personality theorists such as Freud, Jung, and Adler had
been writing for over 30 years by then, it was during the 1930s that a number of sepa-
rate lines of inquiry came together to generate a new academic discipline . The first is-
sue of the journal Character and Personality (now the Journal of Personality) appeared in
1932 . The journal aimed to join German studies of character with British and Ameri-
can studies of individual differences in persons, incorporating case studies, correla-
tional surveys, experiments, and theoretical discussions . In 1937, Gordon Allport
published the first major textbook in personality : Personality : A Psychological Interpreta-
tion. Although textbooks on mental hygiene, abnormal psychology, and character and
personality had appeared in earlier years, Allport's was the first to articulate a grand vi-
sion for the field of personality and to place it within the context of historical and con-
temporary scholarship in the arts and sciences . Allport viewed personality psychology
as the study of the individual person . He defined the personality as "the dynamic or-
ganization within the individual of those psychophysical systems that determine his
unique adjustment to his environment" (Allport, 1937, p . 48) .
From the beginning, personality psychology was a dissident field on the large scene
of American psychology (Hall & Lindzey, 1957) . In the 1930s, American psychology
tended to focus minutely on such things as habits, reflexes, stimuli, and discrete re-
sponses-the basic molecular elements of organisms' behavior . By contrast, personal-
ity was holistic, taking the whole person as a primary unit of study, suggesting that unity,
coherence, and wholeness are properties of human lives . In the 1930s, American psy-
chology obsessed over the vicissitudes of animal learning, focusing on the relation be-
tween external stimuli and publicly observed responses in rats and pigeons . By
contrast, personality concerned itself with the problems of human motivation, under-
stood in terms of unobservable urges and promptings from within . This orientation is
evident even in textbooks written before Allport . Writes Garnett (1928), "It is surely
in the springs of human action, if anywhere, that the key to personality is to be found"
(p. 14) . In the 1930s, American psychology searched for universal laws applicable to all
organisms . American psychology was a thoroughly nomothetic enterprise at this
time, meaning that it aimed to discover and test general principles or laws of behavior .
By contrast, personality emphasized how people were different from one another as
well as how they were alike . Allport went so far as to suggest that the scientist should
examine each individual personality as a unique entity . He argued for an idiographic
approach to personality, which, in contrast to the nomothetic approach, would ignore
general laws to discern the specific and individual patternings of particular lives . While
Allport's insistence on the idiographic has always been controversial even within
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traditionally been much more interested than most other psychologists in the com-
plexities of the single case .
The history of modern personality psychology can be divided into three periods
(McAdams,1997a) . The first (approximately 1930-1950) was marked by the establish-
ment of the field and the development of a number of general systems . In the 1930s
and 1940s, personality psychologists proposed comprehensive conceptual systems for
understanding the person . Some of these grand theories of personality are still very in-
fluential today and are discussed in subsequent pages of this text . Among the more in-
fluential personality theories proposed during this time were Allport's own (1937)
psychology of the individual (see Feature 1 .B), Murray's (1938) personological system
(Chapters 8 and 12), the trait theories (Chapters 5-7) offered by Cattell (1946) and
Eysenck (1952), Rogers's (1942) humanistic theory (Chapter 8), Kelly's (1955) cogni-
tive theory of personal constructs (Chapter 9), Erikson's (1950) psychosocial theory of
personality development (Chapter 10), and various derivatives of American behavior-
ism and social learning theory (Chapter 4) .
By the 1930s, furthermore, Sigmund Freud (Chapter 3), Carl Jung (Chapter 3), and
Alfred Adler (Chapter 12) had all developed comprehensive theories of personality de-
rived from clinical observations and rooted in the European psychoanalytic tradition .
These psychoanalytic theories became incorporated within personality psychology
proper and began to have a significant influence on how personality psychologists
thought about and empirically studied human individuality. Beginning with Hall and
Lindzey (1957), personality textbooks organized the field according to these grand sys-
tems, variously dividing the systems into psychoanalytic and psychosocial theories (e.g .,
Freud, Jung, Adler, Homey, Fromm, Sullivan, Erikson), temperament and trait models
(e .g ., Sheldon, Cattell, Eysenck, Guilford, and sometimes Allport), approaches empha-
sizing needs and motives (e.g ., McDougall, Lewin, Murray, McClelland), humanistic
self theories (e .g., Rogers, Maslow, and sometimes Allport), organismic theories (e .g .,
Goldstein, Angyal, Murphy), cognitive theories (e.g ., Kelly), learning theories (e.g .,
Hull, Skinner, Miller and Dollard), and cognitive/social-learning theories (e.g., Rotter,
Bandura, Mischel) . No other branch of psychology ever had more competing theories .
The years 1950-1970 mark a second historical phase. With the tremendous expan-
sion of higher education after World War II, psychology depai talents grew and became
more specialized, spawning professional specializations in such personality-related
areas as clinical, counseling, and industrial-organizational psychology . In the United
States, increased federal funding supported personality research in laboratories and
field settings. Personality psychologists focused their research efforts on the examina-
tion and elaboration of particular personality constructs-such as extraversion (Eysenck,
1952), anxiety (Taylor, 1953), the need for achievement (McClelland, 1961), and a host
of other traits, needs, motives, and so on that could be reliably and validly measured
and whose impact on behavior could be directly observed. In the overall, personality
psychology turned away from the grand theories of the 1930s and 1940s and came to
focus instead on problems and controversies concerning personality measurement .
What constitutes a valid measure of a personality construct (Cronbach & Meehl, 1955 ;
Loevinger, 1957)? Are objective measurements of personality superior to clinical intu-
itions (Meehl, 1954; Sawyer, 1966)? Do personality scales measure what they say they
measure, or do they simply assess a person's style of responding to tests (Block, 1965 ;




In the late 1960s and early 1970s, psychologists delivered a series of devastating cri-
tiques of personality psychology that threw the field into a crisis . Carlson (1971) chas-
tised personality psychologists for ignoring the grand theories of the early years and
straying away from their implicit mandate to study real lives and whole persons in
depth. Fiske (1974) wondered whether perhaps personality psychology had gone about
as far as it could go, limited as it is by its reliance on imprecise verbal reports from peo-
ple
. Shweder (1975) questioned the need for any form of psychology based on indi-
vidual differences . Most influential, however, was Mischel's (1968, 1973) critique, in
which he argued against explanations of human behavior based on internal personality
traits and in favor of explanations that focused on the situational and cognitive/social-
learning determinants of behavior . As we will see in Chapter 5, Mischel's critique
launched a protracted "debate" in the field of personality psychology over the efficacy
of trait-based versus situation-based approaches to predicting and understanding so-
cial behavior. The "trait versus situation" debate preoccupied the field of personality
psychology through the 1970s and into the early 1980s
.
A third phase in the brief history of modern personality psychology, therefore, be-
gins around 1970 and extends to the present day
. The phase begins with critique and
pervasive doubt concerning the legitimacy and worth of personality studies, but it
evolves, by the mid-1980s, into a broad sense of renewal and revitalization (Buss &
Cantor, 1989
; Hogan, Johnson, & Briggs, 1997; Maddi, 1984; McAdams, 1990a,
1994b
; Pervin, 1990; West, 1983)
. As the trait versus situation controversy has died
down, contemporary research in personality has become more sensitive to the complex
interaction of internal personality variables and external situational factors in the pre-
diction of behavior (Kenrick & Funder, 1988) . Trait models for personality have re-
gained their strength and influence in psychology as a whole, especially with the
emergence of the Big Five factor model for personality traits (McCrae & Costa, 1990
;
Wiggins, 1996) . Having resolved or put aside a number of measurement controversies,
personality psychologists have refined new research methodologies for the scientific
study of persons (Craik, 1986) . Recent years have also witnessed renewed interest in
integrative personality theory (Mischel & Shoda, 1995 ; Tomkins, 1987; Westen, 1995)
and a renewed commitment to studying whole persons in their full biographical com-
plexity (Franz & Stewart, 1994; McAdams & Ochberg, 1988 ; Nasby & Read, 1997)
.
The contemporary renaissance in personality studies affirms what I have always felt
deeply about this particular field of study : Personality psychology is the centerpiece of
psychology as a whole
. It is with reference to individual persons that many of the most
important theories, findings, and applications in psychology as a whole must be ori-
ented. Personality psychology addresses the most general and most fundamental ques-
tions in the field : What is human nature? What is a person? How do we understand
persons? It is the most fundamental and the most fascinating field in psychology, in my
view, because it reflects directly upon each of us, upon the self. While other branches
of psychology offer many important insights into human behavior and experience, it is
only personality psychology that focuses unswervingly on the individual person-on
your particular individuality as a person
. Indeed, I would go further, to suggest that
personality psychology should be one centerpiece of any constellation of studies and
programs promising to educate a person in the broadest sense
. One of the goals of a
liberal arts education is the conscientious examination of the self and its place in the







Gordon Allport and the Origins of Personality Psychology
G
ordon WW Allport (1897-1967) may not old-world European scholarship . But it was
have invented personality psychology, but also profoundly American in its unabashedop-
more than anybody else he was responsible timism and egalitarian tone .
for establishing personality as a vigorous field In Personality, Allport presented an eclectic
of scientific inquiry in university settings . All array of concepts and hypotheses, loosely tied
port's greatest contribution is probably the to one dominant theme : The person is a
textbook he published in 1937 : Personality: A unique whole. The person's wholeness is best
P.ychologicallnterpretation . In what is generally captured in Allport's concept of the proprium.
considered to be the first authoritative text in According to Allport (1955), "the proprium
personality, Allport presented an integrated includes all aspects of personality that make
agenda for the field of personality psychology, for inward unity" (p. 40) . Eight different as-
and he foresaw many of the issues and contro pects of the proprium can be identified, each
versies that have defined the field ever since . arising at a particular period of development.
Allport was born in 1897 in a small town in The most basic element is (1) the sense of a
Indiana, one of four sons of a physician and his bodily se 6F, which develops in the first year of
wife. He grew up in Cleveland, Ohio, attended life as infants experience the regularities of in-
Harvard University for his undergraduate and teraction with the world . With the develop-
doctoral work, and studied extensively in Eu- ment of language in the second year and a
rope, through which he appears to have been maturing understanding of time and causality,
influenced greatly by such German psycholo- a toddler's sense of self expands beyond the
gists as William Stern and Edward Spranger . body to encompass (2) self-identity . Children
From 1930 to 1967,A11porttaught atHarvard, ;, come to understand that they are the same
where he helped establish the interdisciplinary' person over time, identified by a particular
Department of Social ,Relations . In his early verbal name. In early childhood, children-' de
years there, he articulated a vision for per velop (3) self-esteem as they attain ; some mas
sonalitypsychology that was to serve as a hu tery in play and social interaction . Around
manistic alternative to behaviorism and an the age of 4 or 5, children experience (4) self-
optimistic antidote to, Freud's unflattering extension as they come to see their own likes
view of the human condition . In his autobiog- and dislikes as integral parts of the self. Next
raphy, Allport (1968) stated that he wished to , develops (5) self-image, through which chit-
create a field of study centered on an image of dren distinguish their own good behavior (the
man "that would' allow us to test in full-what- good me) from bad behavior (the bad me) .
ever democratic and humane potential he Because adolescents are able to engage in ab
might possess" (p . 394) . In the middle of the stract-thinking and systematic decision mak-
Great Depression in Europe and the United ing,-they may view the self as a (6) rational coper
States and on the eve of World War II, Allport who is able to make important judgments in
wrote Personality in the spirit of social reform life . In adolescence, the sense ofself expands
and the,hope for a better world . Allport's text to include (7) propriate strivings throughwhich
was cosmopolitan, erudite, and steeped in people sense ownership of and responsibility
Gordon Allport
for feelings, needs, and life-governing goals .
The culmination of the proprium is (8) the
unifying sense of the self-as-k/cower Allport
(1961) argued that the self-as-knower is the
totality of the person as a process that is con-
tinually changing and becoming .
The uniqueness of individuals is expressed
through personality traits . For Allport, the
trait was the major structural unit of personal-
ity. He defined a trait as a "neuropsychic struc-
ture having the capacity to render many
stimuli functionally equivalent and to initiate
and guide equivalent (meaningfully consistent
forms of adaptive and expressive behavior"
(Allport, 1961, p . 347). Allport held that traits
are real, causal entities that correspond to as




They are not mere descriptive categories of
functionally equivalent behaviors . Rejecting
the distinction between motive and trait, All
port insisted that traits have motivational fea-
tures, serving to energize, direct, and select
behavior. While traits may account for
consis-
tency in behavior across situations and over-
time, Allport knew, that human behavior is of-
ten inconsistent and strongly shaped by situa-
tional factors (Zuroff, 1986). A single person,
furthermore, may be characterized by contra-
dictory traits. Therefore, "the ever changing
nature of traits'and their close dependence
upon the fluid conditions of the environment
forbid a conception that is over-rigid or over
simple" (Allport, 1937, p. 312) .
Allport's brand of trait psychology tended
toward the literary in content and style. While
lie encouraged :nomothetic research on com-
mon traits, he tended to distrust' statistical
analyses of group data because, he argued,
they tend to blot out the uniqueness of the sin-
gle person. While large-scale ;e trait studies
could be useful for deducing general' laws of
behavior, Allport believed that these should be
supplemented by the idiographic,' in-depth ex-
amination of the unique and common traits
manifested in the single case . The best exam-
ple of this approach is his Lettersfrom Jenny
(_Ailport, 1965), in which Allport analyzed a se-
ries of personal letters written by one woman
over a long period of time in order to delineate
the key traits in her personality. In Lettersf -om
et2Vry, furthermore, Allport confronted the
problems and possibilities of doing personality
studies through the in-depth analysis of the
single case . Allport championed idiographic
case-study research throughout his career, as
well as the use of personal documents such
as letters, journals, and autobiographies in
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personality research (Allport, 1942 ; Allport,
Bruner, & Jandorf, 1941) . It was only through
the analysis of the single case, he believed, that
a psychologist might convey the full individu-
ality of the person. Allport's emphasis on sin-
gle cases and the uniqueness of the individual,
however, was always controversial, for many
wonder how scientific explanation can proceed
if every case is viewed to be completely unique
(e.g., Holt, 1962) . The use of case studies and
psychological biography in personality re-
search and theorizing is an extremely complex
issue, as we will see in Chapter 12 .
Beyond his seminal writings on personality,
the self, traits, and case studies, Allport made
FEATURE I .B continued
major contributions in a wide range of areas,
including the psychology of expressive move-
ments (Allport & Vernon, 1933), the psychol-
ogy of rumor (Allport & Postman, 1947), the
psychology of religion (Allport, 1950), research
on attitudes and values (Allport & Vernon,
1931),_ and the nature of prejudice (Allport,
1954). In his awesome breadth and his hu-
manistic vision for a science of individuality,
Gordon Allport personified the potential and
the possibilities of personality psychology. His
work and his career have inspired generations
of psychologists who have chosen as their in-
tellectual mission the scientific study of the
whole person.
It is in personality psychology-if anywhere in psychology-that such an examination
may begin, for personality psychology itself begins with just such an examination .
Personality psychology itself draws on fields as diverse as human physiology, evolu-
tionary biology, sociology, cultural anthropology, mythology, biography, and even lit-
erary studies in the study of whole persons . As such, personality psychology lies at the
crossroads of many disciplines . Within psychology proper, personality psychology
shares some affinities with developmental, social, abnormal, and clinical/counseling
psychology. Yet important differences may also be identified .
Although personality psychologists are concerned with the development of human
beings from birth to death, they differ from most developmental psychologists in tend-
ing to focus their inquiries on the adult years . Further, whereas developmental psy-
chology concerns itself with meaningful change and transition over time, personality
psychologists tend to focus on those aspects of the person that show some degree of
continuity or stability over time . Yet, these distinctions are fuzzy and matters of rela-
tive emphasis . For example, many personality psychologists are interested in personal-
ity change, so their inquiries sometimes overlap with those made by developmental
psychologists .
Personality psychology has many ties to social psychology (Blass, 1984) . Personality
and social psychologists publish in some of the same journals ; they belong to some of
the same societies ; and they tend to share many intellectual interests . Still, there is a
fundamental difference between the cores of the two disciplines : Social psychologists fo-
cus on human sociality, while personality psychologists focus on human individuality . Having
said this, I must blur the distinction, for human sociality must always take into consid-




social context . Therefore, in examining social behavior, social psychologists are quite
likely to consider carefully the role of the self, as many contemporary textbooks in so-
cial psychology will show ; similarly, in examining human individuality, personality psy-
chologists must also consider social contexts, as we will see in this book . Still, the
general fact remains that personality and social psychologists do show differences in
matters of emphasis. To put things in simple behavioral terms, personality psycholo-
gists tend to be somewhat more interested in how different people react differently to
the same situation, whereas social psychologists emphasize how people in general re-
act differently to different situations . But you can always find exceptions to this ten-
dency, as personality psychologists often examine the efficacy of situations as well and
social psychologists are quite likely to consider individual differences, too .
There is a strong clinical tradition in personality psychology, going back to Freud
and the origins of psychoanalysis at the turn of the 20th century. The fields of abnor-
mal psychology and clinical/counseling psychology consider problems in human life that
go under such names as psychopathology, mental illness, and behavioral dysfunction .
Many clinicians concern themselves with personality disorders of various kinds . Some
theories of personality, furthermore, prescribe specific techniques for changing abnor-
mal behavior and enhancing mental health (e.g., psychoanalytic therapy, Rogerian
counseling) . Nonetheless, personality psychology proper tends to focus more on rela-
tively normal functioning and the wide varieties of individuality that may be expressed
among more-or-less well-adjusted people. As the scientific study of the whole person,
personality psychology is not centrally concerned with psychotherapy and other treat-
ment aspects of clinical practice. However, there is no more important background for
effective psychotherapy than a strong understanding of theory and research in person-
ality psychology. As I hope you will also see, such an understanding can enhance your
own life, as well .
Organization of This Book
After this opening chapter, The Person is organized into four parts. The first part
(Chapters 2-4) considers the fundamental contexts of human individuality. Before we
can examine the three levels of personality that I have identified in this chapter, we
need to understand how human lives are situated in time and space . The ultimate con-
text in this regard is human evolution . In Chapter 2, we will consider how human na-
ture has been shaped by evolution . Recent years have witnessed an upsurge of interest
in "evolutionary personality psychology." While some have argued for the emergence
of new "sociobiological" and "evolutionary" theories of personality, I submit that any
reasonable scientific effort to understand persons must consider the role of evolution
as the macrocontext of human individuality . The conception of human evolution, as
originally expressed by Charles Darwin (1859), is too important to be left out of any
personality theory, in my view, but it is also too general to function as a personality
theory itself. Human evolution is best viewed, then, as a fundamental context for hu-
man behavior and experience, and understanding human life from an evolutionary
point of view is a necessary first step in studying the person, but only a first step .
Chapter 3 considers Freud's perspective on personality, now almost 100 years old,
and some of the most important insights into human nature and human individuality
that have come out of the psychoanalytic tradition . Included here are some relatively
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recent conceptualizations in psychoanalysis, such as object-relations theories and the
self psychology developed by Heinz Kohut. Most textbooks in personality separate
psychoanalytic theories from other personality theories (e
.g ., trait theories, cognitive
theories), viewing them each as competing conceptualizations for understanding the
person
. I have chosen a different tack . Now that an entire century has passed since
Freud (1900) published what is probably his greatest book, The Interpretation of
Dreams, some of his central insights have been incorporated into our common West-
ern understanding of human individuality (e .g., the idea of the unconscious, the work-
ing of defense mechanisms) while certain other ideas have been discarded as too vague
or just plain wrong (e .g., the idea of the death instinct, the female Oedipal complex) . I
do not believe it is possible to be an educated person in Western society without some
understanding of the tremendous influence Freud and his followers have had on West-
ern thought. But I also do not believe that it makes as much sense as it once did to con-
sider psychoanalysis as a single personality theory that is separated from all other
theories (e .g., Hall & Lindzey, 1957) . Instead, I see the psychoanalytic view of human
nature as I see evolutionary theory-as a fundamental context for understanding hu-
man individuality. An integrative view of persons must bring into the picture evolu-
tionary and psychoanalytic considerations .
A third fundamental context is culture. Chapter 4 brings together the many semi-
nal ideas from behaviorism, social learning theory, theories of socialization, theories of
human ecology and environments, and cross-cultural psychology that must be consid-
ered when examining the exquisite way in which human lives are socially and cultur-
ally contextualized . The theories of behaviorism that so dominated American
psychology in the middle of the 20th century-theories offered by Clark Hull (1943)
and B . F. Skinner (1938)-were never theories of personality . But their cornerstone
ideas concerning learning and environments are fundamental for a scientific under-
standing of human individuality. Behaviorism was about how organisms learn by in-
teracting with their environments . For human beings, those environments range from
immediate physical and social situations to the larger contexts of family, neighbor-
hood, class, and culture .
The remaining three parts of this book follow the tripartite scheme for conceptual-
izing persons that I have introduced in this chapter . The second part (Chapters 5-7)
focuses on Level 1 in the study of persons-dispositional personality traits . Chapter 5
examines fundamental issues in trait psychology, including defining and measuring
traits, the concepts of reliability and validity in trait assessment, and the interactions
between traits and situations in the prediction of behavior . Chapter 6 focuses on par-
ticular traits that personality psychologists have studied, organized according to the
Big Five classification scheme . We will look at how these traits are defined, what they
mean, how they influence social behavior, and how they may be linked, in some cases,
to psychophysiological underpinnings . Chapter 7 considers continuity and change in
traits across the human lifespan and addresses these intriguing questions : To what ex-
tent are traits a product of genetics? Do traits have their origins in temperament dif-
ferences apparent in infancy? Can traits change in adulthood?
The book's third part (Chapters 8-10) focuses on Level 2 in the study of persons-
characteristic adaptations . Motivational adaptations are the subject of Chapter 8, as we
will examine the most important ideas and research findings about human individuality
as manifest in needs, goals, motives, strivings, and other expressions of human desire .
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Here we find the seminal contributions of Henry Murray and David McClelland on
psychogenic needs and social motives, humanistic theories of motivation (such as that
offered by Carl Rogers), and more recent contributions such as self-determination
theory and the study of personal strivings, tasks, and projects . Chapter 9 moves to cog-
nitive adaptations, featuring George Kelly's personal construct psychology and the in-
creasingly influential social-cognitive approaches to personality that address concepts
such as social intelligence, cognitive schemas, and the cognitive regulation of behavior .
Chapter 10 considers characteristic adaptations that are contextualized in time, as in
developmental stages, phases, and seasons . The chapter is organized around two
highly influential theories of self-development-Jane Loevinger's theory of ego devel-
opment and Erik Erikson's theory of psychosocial stages . The former theory focuses
on the structure of the self while the latter mainly considers the content of social life.
The book's fourth. and final part (Chapters 11-12) focuses on Level 3 in the study of
persons-life stories . Chapter 11 will examine theory and research concerning people's
own self-defining life stories-internalized and evolving narratives of the self that pro-
vide a person's life with unity and purpose. Here I will describe some of my own research
on identity as a life story and will consider the important theoretical contributions made
in recent years by Tomkins, Hermans, and other narrative psychologists . Continuing the
emphasis on stories, Chapter 12 takes up psychologists' efforts to construct their own
narrative accounts to make sense of the lives of others, as in case studies and psycho-
biographies . Important theoretical contributions to this effort have been made by Henry
Murray and what has been called the "personological tradition" in the study of lives and
by Adler, Levinson, and theorists who focus on the human life course .
What do we know when we know a person? How can we understand the individual
human life? I believe that such an understanding begins with (1) a solid grounding in
the evolutionary, psychodynamic, and cultural contexts of human behavior and pro-
ceeds to a systematic consideration of (2) dispositional traits ; (3) characteristic motiva-
tional, cognitive, and developmental adaptations ; and (4) integrative life stories . I
believe that this approach brings into a meaningful synthesis the best that personality
psychology has to offer .
SUMMARY
1 . Personality psychology is the scientific
study of the whole person .
2 . What do we know when we know a per-
son? Observation of everyday social interac-
tion shows that people tend to make at least
three different kinds of attributions about per-
sons in their efforts to know persons . They ac-
count for a person's individuality in terms of
(1) dispositional .traits, (2) characteristic adap-
tations, and (3) integrative life stories . These
three kinds of attributions about persons cor-
respond to three levels of personality. A full
understanding of the individual human life
begins with a solid grounding in the evolu-
tionary, psychodynamic, and cultural con-
texts of human behavior and experience, and
it proceeds to a systematic consideration of
traits, adaptations, and life stories .
3. At Level 1, personality traits are general,
internal, and comparative dispositions that
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account for consistencies perceived or ex-
pected in behavior from one situation to the
next and over time . Traits sketch an outline of
human individuality. In the case example of
the life of the psychiatrist and psychoanalytic
theorist Karen Horney, two dominant traits
were extraversion and openness to experience .
4. At Level 2, characteristic adaptations are
contextualized facets of human individuality
that speak to motivational, cognitive, and de-
velopmental concerns in personality. Contex-
tualized in time, place, -or social role,
characteristic adaptations fill in the details of
a human life . In Karen Horney's life, one es-
pecially important characteristic adaptation
was the personal construct system she estab-
lished for making sense of romantic relation-
ships, a system that encoded the conflict
between desires for control and surrender in
the intimacy life task.
5. At Level 3, a life story is an internalized
and evolving narrative of the self that inte-
grates the reconstructed past, perceived pre-
sent, and anticipated future in order to
provide a life with a sense of unity and pur-
pose. If traits sketch an outline and adapta-
tions fill in the details of human individuality,
life stories speak to what a human life means
in the overall. In Horney's case, she con-
structed a life story featuring the recurrent
imagery of movement and light and portray-
ing the main characters of "the doctor," "the
healer," and "the teacher/visionary."
6 . As the scientific study of the whole per-
son, personality psychology follows a three-
step sequence of inquiry that is common to
most sciences: (1) unsystematic observation,
(2) building theories, and (3) evaluating
propositions .
7 . In the third step, scientists derive hy-
potheses from theories and test their ade-
quacy in research . One general design of
hypothesis-testing research is the correla-
tional design, in which the psychologist de-
termines the extent to which two or more
variables covary. A second general design is
the experiment, in which the psychologist
manipulates the independent variable to as-
sess its impact on the dependent variable .
8. Personality psychology was born in uni-
versity psychology departments in the 193 Os .
The first authoritative text for the field was
Gordon Allport's (1937), Personality: A Psy-
chological Interpretation . Allport identified an
important distinction in personality research
between the nomothetic approach, which
aims to discover and test general principles of
behavior across many individuals, and the id-
iographic approach, which focuses on the
specific and individual patterning of the sin-
gle human life .
9. The history of modern personality psy-
chology can be divided into three periods :
(1) 1930-1950, the period of developing
general systems and grand theories of per-
sonality ; (2) 1950-1970, the period of refin-
ing measurement techniques and elaborating
personality constructs; and (3) 1970-today, a
period that began with a crisis concerning
the legitimacy of personality studies and
developed into the present sense of renewal
and invigoration in the field of personality
psychology.
10 . Personality psychology is related to
many other branches of psychology and sits at
the crossroads of many different disciplines in
the social sciences. It is distinguished from
other fields, however, by its focus on human
individuality, its tendency to examine rela-
tively enduring rather than fleeting and mo-
mentary characteristics of persons, its interest
in individual differences as manifest in adult-
hood, and its focus on relatively normal,
healthy psychological functioning.
